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ABSTRACT
Organizations across work domains that utilize teams to achieve organizational outcomes experience
change. Resources change. Project deadlines change. Personnel change. Within the scientific
community, research has recently surged on the topic of team adaptation to address the issue of
change specifically within teams. There have generally been two lines of research regarding team
adaptation (task and membership). This effort is focused on membership. Teams are not static—
members come and go. The membership adaptation literature has traditionally focused on the
performance effects of newcomers to teams. Yet in practice, more and more teams today experience
membership loss without replacement. Military units are stretched to capacity. Economic conditions
have forced organizations to do more with less. When members leave, they are rarely, if ever,
replaced. The very nature of some organizations lends itself to fluid team memberships. Consider an
emergency room where a team of nurses and doctors work on Patient A. When a more critical
Patient B arrives that requires the expertise of one of those team members, that doctor will leave the
Patient A to tend to the Patient B. This practice is common in such work environments. Yet despite
the prevalence of this practice, the scientific community knows very little about the impact of losing
members on team performance. The current study examines the impact of membership fluidity on
team performance. The purpose of this study was twofold. First, there was the need to address an
empirical gap in the adaptation literature by focusing on membership changes (loss and loss with
replacement) in non-creative tasks. Second was the consideration of the processes underlying
adaptation—namely learning, operationalized as the development of effective shared mental models
(SMMs). Thus, a primary goal was to determine the magnitude of team performance decrements
associated with such changes within a decision-making task as well as the associated changes in team
process. Results suggest that three-person intact teams demonstrated greater adaptive performance
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than membership loss with replacement teams. Furthermore, two-person intact teams developed
more similar task and team interaction SMMs than membership loss teams when SMMs were
indexed as a Euclidean distance score. There were no differences in the level of sharedness regarding
task, team interaction or teammate SMMs for three-person intact teams as compared to membership
loss with replacement teams. However, when teammate SMMs were operationalized as the
personality facets (i.e., the Big 5) in exploratory analyses, three-person intact teams did develop more
similar SMMs regarding the agreeableness facet than membership loss with replacement teams.
Additionally, when operationalized as Euclidean distance, the agreeableness facet significantly
predicted adaptive team performance—specifically, the smaller the distance (i.e., more similar the
MMs), the greater the adaptive performance in teams. When operationalized as the similarity index,
the neuroticism facet significantly predicted adaptive team performance such that the more similar
the SMMs, the greater the adaptive performance in teams. Results suggest that membership fluidity
does negatively influence the development of shared mental models among teammates.
Furthermore, this study provides additional evidence that teammate and team interaction mental
models, which are typically not examined together in team studies, are differentially influenced by
membership fluidity and differentially predict outcomes like adaptive team performance. This
suggests researchers should include both of these cognitive components of team performance to
fully understand the nature of these constructs.
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I dedicate this effort my daughter, Lyndsey Cierra Bedwell. My hope is that you take two things
away from this. First, what your great-grandmother always said is indeed true: hard work and
perseverance really do bring forth great rewards. Another important person in my life once told me
that the greatest rewards are internal: a true sense of accomplishment and pride in yourself and your
efforts—in spite of any obstacles (especially those self-imposed ones). So, enjoy your “gold star”
moments, internalize them, and then move on to the next challenge! And second, I borrow from
Steve Jobs, “Don't let the noise of others' opinions drown out your own inner voice…have the
courage to follow your heart and intuition.” To those wise words, I add only the following—
at any age.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
“In the long history of humankind … those who learned to collaborate and improvise most
effectively have prevailed”
-- Charles Darwin

This quote by Charles Darwin suggests that working together and adaptation are critical
skills for survival. Over four decades ago, Terreberry (1968) argued that adaptability would become a
cornerstone for organizational success due to the changing nature of business, specifically theorizing
that adaptive organizations would be the most sustainable organizations. The nature of work across
domains today seems to support both Darwin’s and Terreberry’s claims. Certainly, collaboration is
important as organizations across domains rely on teams to meet their goals and have thus,
restructured work around the collaborative team unit (Ilgen, 1994). In the dynamic operational
environment characteristic of medical, business, and military organizations, performance outcomes
largely depend on the ability of these teams to quickly alter actions in response to rapidly changing
internal or external contingencies that can substantially affect goal achievement (Kozlowski, Gully,
Nason, & Smith, 1999). These characteristics (i.e., reliance on teams and dynamic nature of work)
create a practical need to understand how teams adapt performance processes to achieve desired
outcomes. In response, theoretical and empirical literature on team adaptation has steadily increased
in recent years (Burke, Stagl, Salas, Pierce, & Kendall, 2006; Chen, 2005; LePine, 2003, 2005).
Team adaptation is defined as “a change in team performance, in response to a salient cue or
cue stream, that leads to a functional outcome for the entire team,” (Burke et al., 2006, p. 1190). The
empirical literature has focused on two types of adaptability: task or membership change. Task
changes in the literature tend to focus on reduction of resource availability (e.g., communication
failure; LePine, 2005), whereas membership change research addresses issues related to team
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composition and/or configuration (e.g., removal of hierarchy; DeRue, Hollenbeck, Johnson, Ilgen,
& Jundt, 2008). This effort is specifically focused on membership change.

Team Adaptation Approaches
Traditionally, there have been two approaches to studying team adaptation. One line has
focused on identification of constructs relevant for selection of team members. For example, LePine
(2003, 2005) found that cognitive ability, learning goal orientation, achievement, and openness to
experience predicted adaptive performance. DeRue and colleagues (2008) considered various
structural approaches to downsizing a team (i.e., membership change) and the personality factors
that can mitigate negative effects of such disruption on performance. Results indicated that
emotional stability and extraversion are key compositional variables in helping teams overcome the
loss of a team leader, integration of a team leader into the team (i.e., removal of hierarchy), or loss of
a team member while maintaining hierarchy.
Yet, selecting the composition of a team based on these characteristics is often impractical—
or even impossible—in a real-world setting. Therefore, a second research stream has focused on
validation of interventions designed to mitigate the negative effects that traditionally accompany task
or membership changes. For example, Woolley (2009) argued that a process versus an outcome
focus would differentially influence the ability of a team to adapt to task or membership changes.
Although results did not support the process strategic focus hypothesis, an outcome strategic focus
did improve adaptive performance in the task change condition. In another study investigating the
effect of interventions, Rice and colleagues (2007) found that training formalized procedures and
structured processes characteristic of long-duration virtual teams to virtual teams who would be
working together for a much shorter duration significantly increased the adaptive effectiveness of
these teams.
2

While this research is practically meaningful, the research community is still unclear as to the
processes that enable adaptive behavior. Although much theory has sought to articulate these
processes (e.g., Burke, Salas, Diaz Granados, Sessa, & London, 2008; Burke et al., 2006; Kozlowski
et al., 1999), little empirical research has focused specifically on this aspect. There are some
exceptions—for example, researchers have considered communication within teams who
experienced task changes (e.g., Diedrich et al., 2003; Entin, Weil, See, & Serfaty, 2005). One
seemingly critical process that has largely been ignored with regard to empirical work on adaptation,
however, is learning. From a theoretical perspective, Burke and colleagues (2006) included learning
as the final phase in their multiphasic model of team adaptation. In later work, they explicated the
processes that underlie this learning (Burke et al., 2008). Both theoretically and empirically,
Edmondson has moved the field forward with regard to conceptualizations of team learning (e.g.,
Edmondson, 1999; Edmondson, Dillon, & Roloff, 2007) and in one effort, considered learning in
the context of adaptation to technology (Edmondson, Bohmer, & Pisano, 2001). However, little
work has considered the implications of membership change on learning, particularly when
operationalized as the development of cognitive processes such as effective mental models, or
cognitive structures regarding a particular phenomenon.

Membership Loss
In addition to a lack of understanding with regard to the influence of membership change on
team learning, the team adaptation literature is lacking in another important area. With the exception
of initial work on team downsizing describe above, research on membership adaptation has largely
focused on the impact of replacing a team member. Yet in practice, more and more teams today
experience membership loss without replacement. Military units are stretched to capacity. Economic
conditions have forced organizations to do more with less. When members leave, they are rarely, if
3

ever, replaced. Without replacement, teams must rely on remaining member knowledge, skills,
attitudes (KSAs), and other resources to adapt successfully. Despite the prevalence of this practice,
the scientific community knows very little about the impact of losing members on team
performance. For example, research has generally failed to consider the attributes of the “stayers”
(Tannenbaum, Mathieu, Salas, & Cohen, 2012). To inform organizations how best to optimize the
use of this human resource management (HRM) strategy—or even to provide initial scientific
evidence regarding its effectiveness or ineffectiveness—research is required to investigate the impact
of membership loss on team performance—specifically, loss without replacement.

Multilevel Theory
Finally, any discussion of team performance would be remiss without consideration of
multilevel theory. There is a growing trend in the literature towards discussing emergence within
teams (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). Goldstein (2002) suggests that emergence within complex systems
is characterized by the development of new, yet coherent, structures, properties, or patterns of
behavior during a self-organization process. In essence, the whole (i.e., team) is greater than, or
qualitatively different from, the sum of its component parts (Salas, Rosen, Burke, & Goodwin,
2009). Work focused on the adaptive capability of a team should be grounded in multilevel theory
that considers the emergence of attitudes, behaviors, and cognitions from the individual level to the
team.
Furthermore, a foundation of adaptive team performance is the degree to which teams learn
(Burke et al., 2008). This learning can partially be seen through the development of team cognitions,
including shared mental models (SMMs)—“common or overlapping cognitive representations of
task requirements, procedures and role responsibilities,” (Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 1993,
p. 222) and transactive memory systems (TMSs )—“the shared division of cognitive labor with
4

respect to the encoding, storage, retrieval, and communication of information from different
domains that often develops in close relationships” (Hollingshead, 2001, p. 1080). Essentially, SMMs
emphasize common cognitions among team members whereas TMSs emphasize the unique and
distinct cognitions among team members. The content of SMMs can focus on either task-relevant
knowledge (i.e., taskwork) or team-relevant knowledge (i.e., teamwork). They emerge from
individually held mental models up to the team level. TMSs also emerge from a complex
combination of individually held knowledge to form a memory system that is larger and more
complex than any individual component parts. TMS also refers to team and task knowledge, but
again is focused on developing a metamemory of where specific expertise lies within the team. Thus,
the content of a TMS is really the knowledge of who knows what on a team.
Learning about both the task and members of the team, operationalized as development of
TMS and SMMs, should enable teams to adapt to dynamic conditions, including loss of members or
integration of new members better than those teams who only learn about the task. Consider SMMs:
research on pre-briefing and debriefing techniques organized around a model of teamwork have
demonstrated that teams develop greater SMMs on teamwork through such structured discussions
(Smith-Jentsch, Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, & Salas, 2008). Although they did specifically not
measure taskwork mental models, Smith-Jentsch and colleagues argue that development of those
SMMs should also be strengthened through such discussions because taskwork issues naturally arise
when organizing briefings and debriefings around teamwork, but teamwork issues do not naturally
occur when only focusing on taskwork. Yet, to substantiate these claims on the benefits of learning
with regard to adaption, lab studies aimed at investigating adaptation from a multilevel theoretical
perspective regarding team cognitions are required.

5

Purpose of the Present Study
The purpose of this study was twofold. First, there is a need to address an empirical gap in
the adaptation literature by focusing on membership changes (loss and loss with replacement) in
non-creative tasks. Thus, a primary goal was to determine the magnitude of team performance
decrements associated with such changes within a decision-making task that requires effective
pooling of distinct knowledge. Additionally, it is critical to consider the processes underlying
adaptation—namely learning, operationalized as the development of effective SMMs. Therefore, a
secondary goal was to determine the degree to which SMMs influence adaptive performance within
a decision-making task that requires pooling of member knowledge. By comparing a membership
loss and a membership change condition to control groups of the same size, I was able to articulate
not only the magnitude of performance decrements, but also determine whether different mental
models (i.e., Task, Team Interaction, and Teammate SMMs—these will be more fully articulated in
Chapter 2) are differentially influenced by various team configuration changes.
This study sought to provide empirical evidence regarding the validity of elements within
two existing (and complementary) models of adaptive team performance (Burke et al., 2006;
Kozlowski et al., 1999). Establishing validity naturally involves empirical testing of theory to identify
inconsistencies and provide evidence for necessary theoretical refinements (Shadish, Cook, &
Campbell, 2002). Additionally, this study is likely the first to investigate the relative influence of
membership loss as compared to loss with replacement on team performance and appears to be the
first to take a member from one existing team and replace a lost member of another existing team.
This particular manipulation allowed for empirical investigation of fluid membership configurations,
as called for by Tannenbaum and colleagues (2012).
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW & HYPOTHESES
Membership Fluidity
Organizational demands require rapid reconfiguration of team members. This results in
what has been labeled as “open groups” (Ziller, 1965) or more recently, “membership
fluidity”(Tannenbaum et al., 2012). Membership fluidity describes the dynamic flow of members in
and out of teams, resulting in a change to the team composition (Edmondson, 2003; Edmondson et
al., 2001; Hirst, 2009; Tannenbaum et al., 2012; Ziller, 1965). This strategic HRM initiative can
describe (1) integration of a new member into an existing team, (2) a change in membership where
an existing member is lost and a new member joins, or (3) a loss of an existing member without
replacement.
These three types of membership fluidity occur for several reasons. Consider membership
gain. Managers may have formed a team that is too small to achieve their objectives. However,
researchers suggest this is far less common than overstaffing teams (e.g., Hackman, 2002) and
therefore, loss with replacement is generally more common. However, given the recent economic
conditions affecting all work domains, membership loss is now the more prevalent human resource
practice than loss with replacement. In consideration of those factors, this effort focuses on
understanding the second and third types of membership fluidity: membership loss with and without
replacement. I elaborate on these two types of membership fluidity below.

Membership Changes
Changes in membership of groups and/or teams occur for many reasons. Employees leave
due to turnover, promotions, transfers, or changes in the scope of the project (Lewis, Belliveau,
Herndon, & Keller, 2007). This often results in the integration of new members into a team to
replace the lost member(s). Although there is not an abundance of research on membership change,
7

much of the existing work has focused on the importance of socializing new members (see
Moreland & Levine, 2001 for a comprehensive review).
However, most teams operating in any environment today experience membership loss
without replacement. Economic conditions have forced organizations to do more with less. Layoffs
became a common method for organizational survival during the early 2000s. During the recent
economic recession in 2009, mass layoffs (i.e., at least 50 employees) increased dramatically (US
Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics., 2011). Although such large-scale layoff events
have since decreased, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (2011) announced that, as a result of these
mass layoffs, 118,689 employees were let go in the month of October, 2011 alone.
Other work domains experience loss without replacement due to a limited number of
potential replacement team members. Military units are stretched to capacity as most soldiers are
currently deployed on either military operations or peacekeeping missions. If a member is lost or
removed from a team, there are no replacement personnel available (Thompson & Duffy, 2003).
Medical emergency room (ER) teams have limited staff on duty at any given time. When a critical
patient arrives to the ER, on-duty physicians and/or nurses are pulled from a team working on a less
critical patient to address the more serious needs of the new, more critical patient.
Results of research efforts focused on membership change suggest two schools of thought:
the first argues for the benefits of membership change, in certain conditions. The second suggests
that stable groups are preferable. Membership change, such as through job rotation, can increase the
available knowledge stock (Kane, Argote, & Levine, 2005). Changes can also fuel reflection on the
team’s processes (Feldman, 1994; Sutton & Louis, 1987). By capitalizing on these benefits, teams
may increase their flexibility and perform more effectively (Ancona, 1990; Gersick & Hackman,
1990; Waller, 1999).
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On the other hand, when members leave, they take both tacit and explicit knowledge with
them (Cascio, 1999), which has the negative effect of eliminate team access to that individually-held
knowledge (Argote, 1999). Additionally, after membership change, attention is temporarily diverted
from the task because teams are in a state of flux (i.e., dynamic, unstable pattern of interaction),
which can result in process loss if not managed appropriately (Summers, 2009). Furthermore,
familiarity that stems from membership stability (i.e., no change in membership) has been linked to
greater cohesion, higher levels of coordination, lower levels of anxiety, increased willingness to
express disagreement, and better performance (e.g., Gruenfeld, Mannix, Williams, & Neale, 1996;
Kim, 1997; Levine & Moreland, 1991; Moreland, Argote, & Krishnan, 1998) as compared to those
teams lacking in higher levels of familiarity. Such benefits of member familiarity have been
demonstrated in field settings as well. For example, Smith-Jentsch and colleagues (2009) showed that
air traffic control teams who were more familiar with one another both requested and accepted
more backup than those teams comprised of members who were less familiar with one another. In
another study on coal miners, Goodman and Leyden (1991) found that lower levels of familiarity
were associated with lower productivity. Coupled with the findings from lab studies, this literature
suggests that team stability is preferable to membership change. Below, I further explore these two
schools of thought, specifically in relation to team performance.

Membership Change/Loss and Team Performance
There is limited empirical research on the effects of membership change in teams (Nemeth
& Ormiston, 2007), particularly with regard to the influence of change on team processes and
emergent states (i.e., attitudes, behaviors, and cognitions) that, in turn, influence team performance.
See Table 1 for a review of empirical literature that targets membership change within teams as a
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manipulation. In the paragraphs that follow, I highlight relevant efforts—in which membership was
specifically manipulated or the intended focus of the study—representing both schools of thought.
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Table 1
Summary of Relevant Empirical Research on Membership Loss

Source
Baer et al.,
2010

Choi &
Thompson,
2005

Nature of
Membership
Loss

Manipulation

Sample Description

“Open groups”:
departure of a
member combined
with the
simultaneous
arrival of a new
member versus
“Closed groups”:
remaining stable in
the membership.

Open Groups: after first task, member
of one team is switched with member
of another team

280 undergraduate students at a  Membership change moderates the
large university (average age
quadratic effects of intergroup
was 21years, 49 percent were
competition on group creativity in such a
men, and 75 percent were
way that the effects describe an inverted
business majors) were assigned
U-shaped function in the case of closed
to 70 four-person groups (10
groups but a U-shaped function in the
groups per experimental
case of open groups
condition)
 Collaboration mediates the joint,
quadratic effects of intergroup
competition and membership change on
creativity

‘‘Open groups’’:
groups that
experienced
membership
change over the
course of a series
of tasks versus
‘‘Closed groups’’:
groups who did
not experience
membership
change over tasks.

Open Group: Randomly replacing one
of group members with a newcomer
who had the same amount and type of
task experience as the person he or
she was replacing.

Closed Group: membership remained
stable

No Change: membership remained
stable

Key Findings

Study 1: 45 Master of Business
 Membership change increased the
Administration Students and 21
number of ideas generated by groups
managers in an executive
(fluency) as well as the variance of these
education course; assigned to
ideas(flexibility)
22 three-person groups (either  Membership change increased the
closed or open group
creativity of oldtimers (i.e., stayers)
conditions);
Study 2: 42 undergrads recruited
via a campus ad, 30 undergrads
enrolled in a 10-week
psychology course, and 27
managers enrolled in an
executive education course;
assigned to 33 three-person
groups (either closed or open
group conditions)
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Source

Nature of
Membership
Loss

De La Hera “Stable teams”:
& Rodriguez, ones showing no
1999
membership loss
versus
“Membership loss
teams”: teams
showing the loss of
a member

Manipulation

Sample Description

Key Findings

Change type 1: compositionally stable
teams throughout the eight weeks.

160 participants (133 were
women and 27 were men; ages
ranged from 20 to 34)

 Member change of greater magnitude 
higher quality of productive results for
teams performing this type of task as
compared to compositional stability
 Both greater and lesser member change
magnitude  higher initial quantity and
quality of productive results as compared
to compositionally stable teams
 Membership change  greater
effectiveness, measured in terms of
productive results, in the resolution of the
tasks

355 upper-level undergraduate
students from a large
Midwestern university, average
age = 21 yrs., 57% male

 Teams in the maintaining and integrating
performed significantly worse than teams
who did not experience downsizing
 Teams in the eliminating hierarchy
condition did not significantly differ from
control teams; thus, they performed
significantly better than teams in both the
maintaining and integrating hierarchy
conditions
 Control teams engaged in significantly
more quantitative adaptive behaviors (i.e.,
total number of times teams launched
assets and correctly identified friendly or

Change type 2: teams with one member
change in weeks 5, 6, 7 and 8 (thereby
involving 100% of the members after
the eight weeks).
Change type 3: teams with a change of
two members in weeks 5 and 7
(thereby involving 100% of the
members after the eight weeks).
Change type 4: teams with a change of
one member in weeks 5 and 7
(thereby involving 50% of the
members after the eight weeks).
Change type 5: teams with a change of
two members in week 7 (thereby
involving 50% of the members after
the eight weeks).

DeRue et al., Structural
2008
approaches to team
downsizing
focusing on
restructuring a
team after
removing a
member

Maintaining Hierarchy: removing a
member but maintaining the existing
hierarchy
Eliminating Hierarchy: removing the
leader
Integrating Hierarchy: removing a
member and integrating the leader
into the team by eliminating the
hierarchy
No Change: membership remained
stable
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Source

Nature of
Membership
Loss

Manipulation

Sample Description

Key Findings
enemy targets) than any of the
membership loss teams
 Control teams engaged in significantly
more qualitative adaptive behaviors (i.e.,
total number of times members provided
back-up) than either maintaining or
integrating hierarchy teams

Levine &
Choi, 2004

Lewis et al.,
2007

“Replacement”:
group’s
commander or
specialist was
replaced versus
“No replacement”:
the group remained
intact

Member Replacement: Replacing the
specialist with a specialist from
another team

“No membership
change”: group
membership
remains stable
versus “Partial
membership
change”:
a few members are
replaced within the
group versus
“Complete
membership

Intact: composed of three members
originally trained in the
same group

Leader Replacement: Replacing the
commander with a commander from
another team
No Change: Leaving the team's
composition intact

90 male undergraduate students  Newcomer ability and newcomer status
randomly assigned to threemade a difference in how teams adapted
person teams (composed of
to personnel change
two specialists and a
 Team performance and personnel
Commander)
turnover influenced strategy-relevant
communication
among team members
 Team performance influenced
motivational communication among
members
 Motivational communication was
positively correlated with team
performance

90 three-person groups (270
 The stability of the TMS structure in
participants) completed the
partially-intact groups are comparable to
entire study (13 all-male groups,
that in intact groups and greater than that
16 all female groups, 33 groups
in reconstituted groups, whose TMS
Partially-intact: composed of two
with two males and one female,
structure was presumably destabilized
members who were trained together
and 28 groups with two females
when members were reassigned to new
and one who trained in another group
and one male)
groups
Reconstituted: composed of three
 Newcomers to partially intact groups are
members, each of whom had been
more likely than oldtimers to adapt their
trained in a different group) to
specializations to maintain stability in the
perform the task.
group’s expertise structure
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Source

Nature of
Membership
Loss

Manipulation

Sample Description

change”: all
members in the
group are replaced

Nemeth &
Ormiston,
2007

Prislin &
Christensen,
2005

Key Findings
 TMS processes in partially-intact groups
are relatively inefficient, comparable to
the TMS processes of reconstituted
groups and significantly less efficient than
intact groups
 Differences between membership change
conditions with respect to group
performance are explained by differences
in TMS process efficiency

“Same
membership”:
having the same
people in a group
throughout the
tasks versus
“Complete
change”: all
members in a
group are changed

Change: Participants moved to a
completely new group to brainstorm
on a second, unrelated issue

“Initial majority
position”:
established by two
of the three
confederates
agreeing with the
participant on the
first five issues
versus “Initial
minority position”:
established by all
three confederates
disagreeing with

Complete Change: two confederates
reversed their patterns of responses,
one beginning on the 6th and one on
the 11th issue

164 participants comprising 41
groups of four persons

 Stable membership groups experienced
higher levels of comfort and perceived
friendliness than membership change
groups
 Stable membership groups perceived their
groups to be more creative; however,
actual creativity showed a reverse pattern,
whether defined as number of ideas
generated, idea creativity or the divergent
thought manifested by those ideas

Study 1: 220 undergrads (130
were women and 82 were men)

 Following change, members of both
factions show little preference to remain
with their current group and were likely to
seek an alternative group membership,
especially when no apparent costs
associated with a group change
 Prolonged experience in the acquired
majority position associated with slowly
improved perceptions of the group
among the former minority

No Change: Participants stayed with
the same group after the first task

Study 2: 174 undergrads (108
were women and 54 were men)

Partial Change: one confederate
reversed his or her pattern of
responses beginning on the 6th issue
No Change: all three confederates
maintained their patterns of
responses, thereby making the
participant’s initial position stable
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Source

Nature of
Membership
Loss

Manipulation

Sample Description

Key Findings

Controllability manipulation: departing
members were allowed to share
relevant information regarding the
knowledge and responsibilities for
their particular role within the team

Study 1: 432 upper-level
undergrads (108 four-person
teams)

 High levels of member change
controllability  low levels of flux in
coordination
 High levels of member change
predictability  low levels of flux in
coordination
 The relationship between controllability
and the flux in coordination caused by
member change is moderated by role
criticality such that when team member
attributions for member change are
uncontrollable, role criticality increases
the level of flux in coordination; however,
flux is not impacted by role criticality
when the attribution is controllable
 Flux in coordination mediates the
relationship between attributions for
member change and change task
performance following member change

the participant on
the first five issues
Summers,
2009

“Newcomers”:
someone new
joining the team
versus “Leavers”:
someone leaves the
team

Uncontrollable manipulations: no
information was allowed to be passed

Study 2: 25 upper-level
undergrads

Predictability manipulation: members
were informed that a member from
their team would be leaving, and
would be replaced with another
member
Unpredictable manipulation: nothing was
said to tip off the team off that
member change would be coming

Woolley,
2009

“Membership
change”: change in
a member or
members of the
group versus “Loss
of materials”:
critical building
materials were
removed from the
group

Controlled condition: no membership
change or loss of materials

90, 3-person teams
composed of male and female
undergraduates who were
Membership change: change in a member
randomly assigned to groups
or members of the group
Loss of materials: critical building
materials were removed from the
group
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 Group norms maintained the team’s
focus
 Process focus did not improve a team’s
ability to deal with member change
 The way a team conducts its initial
interaction can establish important and
lasting norms about how they will
function as a team
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1st School of Thought: Change Benefits Teams. The majority of research supporting the
first school of thought (i.e., change benefits teams) has considered the impact of membership
change within creative tasks. Newcomers who recently joined the team as a result of membership
change have been found to increase the number of ideas generated, the variance of these ideas, and
the creativity of “oldtimers” (i.e., those members who remain in a team Choi & Thompson, 2005).
Similar results were found by Baer and colleagues (2010) in collaborative or highly competitive
teams who experienced membership change as both types outperformed those teams with stable
membership in an idea generation task.
De La Hera and Rodriguez (1999) also found that teams who experienced membership
change generated higher quality alternatives in problem-solving tasks as compared to those with
stable membership and the greater the magnitude of membership change, the better. Although
stable membership teams perceived themselves to be more creative, teams with membership change
actually were more creative in terms of the number of ideas generated, the creativity of those ideas,
and the divergent thoughts manifested from those initial ideas (Nemeth & Ormiston, 2007). In
integrating this research, the overarching theme is membership change can be beneficial when teams
are working on creative tasks.

2nd School of Thought: Change Harms Teams. Considering those in support of the
stable membership school of thought, much of the early research targeted managerial turnover (e.g.,
Guest, 1962; Smith & Nyman, 1939) and focused on tasks that were not based on creativity. For
example, in sports teams, researchers found that managerial turnover (Grusky, 1963) as well as
coaching changes during a season (Eitzen & Yetman, 1972) negatively influenced team performance.
More recently, findings further support this negative influence of membership change on team
performance. DeRue and colleagues (2008) found that control teams (i.e., no membership change)
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performed significantly better on a military command-and-control simulation (i.e., decision making
tasks) than teams who lost a member, regardless of whether they maintained hierarchy (i.e., kept the
leader in the formal leader role within the team) or integrated the leader (i.e., leader hierarchy was
removed and leader became “part of the team”). Furthermore, control teams engaged in significantly
more quantitative adaptive behaviors (i.e., total number of times teams launched assets and correctly
identified friendly or enemy targets) than teams that lost a member.
Other literature focuses on the more proximal beneficial influence of stability on team
processes, which ultimately enables effective performance in tasks that do not rest on creativity
(such as idea generation) for achievement of desired performance outcomes. Specifically,
membership stability leads to familiarity, which enables members to (1) develop a shared
understanding of how members prefer to work as well as the knowledge and task processes required
for success (i.e., SMMs), and (2) leverage that knowledge to effectively coordinate activities and
improve performance (Moreland, 1999; Smith-Jentsch et al., 2009). Indeed, Lewis and colleagues
(2007) when studying a production-type task (i.e., assembling a telephone) found differences in the
stability of TMS structure (i.e., the shared understanding of who knows what on a team) between
intact teams of three members who were originally trained in the same group and reconstituted
teams of three members who were all trained in different groups. Furthermore, TMS processes (i.e.,
transactive processes that enable groups to continue to encode, store and retrieve information—
thereby updating the structure) in partially-intact teams of three members (two of whom were
originally trained together and one who was trained in another group) were significantly less efficient
as compared to intact teams who did not experience any membership loss. These inefficiencies in
the TMS processes accounted for the lower performance levels in groups experiencing membership
change.
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Taken together, these examples provide evidence that in non-creative tasks, membership
change does not improve team performance. Instead, changes in membership leads to performance
decrements by negatively affecting such processes and emergent states as team cognitions, which
have been demonstrated as critical for effective team performance (see Mathieu, Maynard, Rapp, &
Gilson, 2008 for a more detailed review of the literature supporting the relationships between these
team cognitions—SMM and TMS—and team performance). The task used in the present study does
not rest of the generation of creative ideas, but rather the use of existing, distributed information to
make informed decisions. As such, it is expected that the decrements to performance stemming
from membership change previously identified with other non-creative types of tasks (consistent
with the second school of thought) will be replicated in this study. Therefore, I predict the
following:

H1a: Two-person intact teams will demonstrate greater adaptive performance than will two-person
membership loss teams.

H1b: Three-person intact teams will demonstrate greater adaptive performance than will three-person
membership loss with replacement teams.

Adaptive Performance
Performance, at both the individual and team level, is not simply the result of processes, but
rather the actions required to enact those processes (Campbell, 1990; Edmondson et al., 2007).
Researchers have applied this argument to the concept of adaptive team performance (Burke et al.,
2006; Kozlowski et al., 1999), suggesting it is “an emergent phenomenon that compiles over time
from the unfolding of a recursive cycle whereby one or more team members use their resources to
functionally change current cognitive or behavioral goal-directed actions or structures to meet
expected or unexpected demands” (Burke et al., 2006, p. 1192). It is inherently multilevel as these
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behavioral and/or cognitive changes emanate from the individual members of the team. Yet, a focus
solely on the individual contributions limits understanding of team constructs (Kozlowski & Klein,
2000). Thus, adaptive team performance is conceptualized as a configural construct—a continuously
evolving compilation of bottom-up processes across levels and times (Kozlowski et al., 1999).
This is not to argue that team performance is simply the sum of similar individual efforts and
operationalized as the mean of individual-level performance. Indeed team performance is emergent
in nature, and can be operationalized along a continuum of the mean of similar individual-level
contributions to the more complex patterns of different types and amounts of individual-, dyadic-,
and team-level contributions (Kozlowski & Klein, 2000). The distinction between team performance
and adaptive team performance lies in (1) the detection and framing of a cue (or set of cues) that
signal the need for altering action, and (2) the functional change that ensues as a result of cue(s)
identification (Burke et al., 2006). Essentially, adaptive team performance reflects shifts in the
pattern of contributions and, thus, emerges because of the dynamic and recursive cycle of cognitive,
affective, and behavioral actions of team members.
Adaptive team performance is not synonymous with team adaptation. Team adaptation is an
outcome of cue identification. It is the actual change in process that a team enacted based on the
identification of a relevant cue (Burke et al., 2006). Thus, the focus of this effort is on adaptive
performance, as teams must change their processes (i.e., engage in team adaptation) in order to
achieve desired goals in the face of change (i.e., successful adaptive team performance).

Learning
Team learning in this study is defined according to the definition outlined by van Offenbeek
(2001), which is derived from the work of Huber (1991). Team learning is “an iterative team process
in which information is (1) acquired, (2) distributed, (3) interpreted both convergently and
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divergently, and (4) stored and retrieved leading to a change in the range of a team’s potential
behaviours” (van Offenbeek, 2001, p. 305). This definition allows for incorporation of a number of
learning behaviors outlined within previous conceptualizations of team learning, such as those by
Edmondson (1999), who argues that sharing information, talking about errors, asking for help,
seeking feedback, and experimenting are examples of team learning behaviors. Others have
considered the development of collective cognition as consisting of similar processes. Collective
cognition has been defined as “the group processes involved in the acquisition, storage,
transmission, manipulation, and use of information” (Gibson, 2001, p. 123).
In this particular effort, sharing of information is argued as a critical behavior, which is
required for learning. In ad hoc teams performing in temporally bounded dynamic settings, teams
need to rapidly engage in information sharing as the situation can change at any time and, in such
contexts, researchers advocate the importance of learning for successful team adaption (Burke et al.,
2006; Kozlowski et al., 1999). Drawing on the work of Edmondson, Burke and colleagues argue that
the development of knowledge allows teams to identify changes that require teams to adapt
performance processes more effectively. Similarly, in the Kozlowski and colleague model, the
authors compare the team adaptation process with that of a novice transition to an expert. In
essence, the entire process is predicated on effective learning of content—both knowledge and
skills—that enables adaptation. In team contexts, this requires exchanging of information to aid
development of one particular type of cognition, shared mental models.

Shared Mental Models. Mental models are “organized knowledge structures … [that]
enable people to describe, explain, and predict events in their environment” (Mathieu, Heffner,
Goodwin, Salas, & Cannon-Bowers, 2000, p. 274). SMMs, therefore, are organized knowledge
structures that are shared among team members. Sharing information among team members results
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in development of shared mental models. Researchers argue that shared mental models enable teams
to perform in dynamic conditions (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993). Cannon-Bowers and colleagues
(1993) have argued for the existence of several types of SMM when teams are engaged in complex
tasks. They specifically addressed four types. Team members must have a shared understanding of
the technology/equipment required for task completion. Members must also share knowledge structures
regarding the task, specifically procedures, task strategies, constraints and resources. Third, teams
share knowledge regarding team interaction, which is comprised of the roles/responsibilities,
interaction patterns, interdependencies, and information flow. Finally, teams can have shared
knowledge regarding teammates, such as knowing other members’ skills, attitudes, preferences and
tendencies. This includes knowing about member personality factors which can influence behavior
(e.g., the Big 5 personality factors).
Mathieu and colleagues (2000) considered the difficulty in operationalizing these four types
within a single study. Ultimately, they suggested that all four types essentially depict two major
content domains: team relevant information and task relevant information. Arguably, collapsing the
Task SMMs does make sense in this effort as it is difficult to separate the components of those two
dimensions (e.g., there is no specialized equipment therefore knowing the operating procedures
naturally involve knowing the task procedures). However, maintaining distinction among the Team
Interaction and Teammate SMMs is important in this particular study, as members can have a shared
understanding of the roles/responsibilities and interaction patterns (i.e., Team Interaction SMMs)
without having a shared understanding of members preferences (i.e., Teammate SMMs). Therefore,
I distinguish among—and measure—three types of SMMs: Task knowledge, Team Interaction
knowledge, and Teammate knowledge, as depicted in Table 2 below.
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Table 2
Types of Shared Mental Models in Teams & Example Knowledge
Original
Cannon-Bowers et al.
Taxonomy Type

Relevant Knowledge Within Each Type
Task SMM

Technology/Equipment





Equipment functioning
Operating procedures
System limitations

Job/Task






Task procedures
Task strategies
Task component relationships
Resources

Team Interaction SMM
Team Interaction






Roles/responsibilities
Interaction patterns
Role interdependencies
Information flow

Teammate SMM
Team







Teammates' knowledge
Teammates' skills
Teammates' attitudes
Teammates' preferences
Teammates' tendencies

Note. Adapted from "Shared mental models in expert team decision making," by
J. A. Cannon-Bowers, E. Salas, and S. A. Converse (1993), in Individual and group
decision making, by N. J. Castellan, Jr. (Ed.), Hillsdale, NJ: Erlhaum.

Research has firmly established a positive relationship between SMMs and team
performance (DeChurch & Mesmer-Magnus, 2010a, 2010b) Additionally, both task SMM (e.g.,
Cooke, Kiekel, & Helm, 2001; Lim & Klein, 2006) and team SMM (Mathieu et al., 2000; Rentsch &
Klimoski, 2001) enable effective team performance. Research has generally found that task SMMs
exert stronger direct effects on team performance than team SMMs (Cooke et al., 2001; Cooke et al.,
2003; Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 2005). However, in a study of
undergraduate dyads in a flight simulation task, Mathieu and colleagues (2000) found that team
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SMMs directly influenced performance whereas task SMMs only showed indirect effects on team
performance through team processes.
Further complicating the relationships between team and task SMMs and team performance,
Smith-Jentsch and colleagues (2005) demonstrated no main effects of either type in a field study of
air traffic controllers, but rather a significant interaction between task (operationalized as cuestrategy associations) and team (operationalized as positional goal interdependencies) SMMs that
predicted both safety and efficiency. More specifically, when task SMMs were highly shared, team
interaction SMMs were positively related to safety and efficiency; however, when task SMMs were
not highly shared, team interaction SMMs were negatively related to these outcomes. Similar results
were evidenced by Mathieu and colleagues (2009), who also studied air traffic controllers and found
that task SMMs were more strongly related to team effectiveness when teams had high team
interaction SMMs.
Importantly, research has suggested two approaches to studying SMMs—focusing on the
level of similarity among members (i.e., sharedness) or the degree to which the team mental models
reflect an expert model (i.e., quality or accuracy). Research suggests that the degree to which team
MMs (generally operationalized as team interaction SMMs) are accurate as compared to an expert
model is more predictive of team performance than similarity measures of MMs (B. D. Edwards,
Day, Arthur, & Bell, 2006). Others have found that the interaction of these two types of mental
model measures exert positive influence over team processes and team performance (Marks,
Zaccaro, & Mathieu, 2000; Mathieu et al., 2005). Although prior research is helpful in determining
which particular mental model metric to use, the task often dictates which one is most appropriate.
The task used in this study (described more fully in Chapter 3) was a customer service task. Tasks
were divided among roles, which were assigned to participants. There was no one correct way to go
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about each job. Therefore, in this study, interest lied in the degree to which members shared
knowledge.
Little research has specifically considered the influence of membership change on the
development of SMMs or the influence of SMMs on adaptive performance. With regard to the
relationship between membership change and team performance, research has considered team
tenure as contributing to the development of SMMs. Navy personnel with greater tenure in the
service had more similar Teammate SMMs than those with less tenure (Smith-Jentsch, Campbell,
Milanovich, & Reynolds, 2001). In considering adaptive performance, Marks and colleagues (2000)
found that leader briefings and team-interaction training influenced development of Team Interaction
SMMs, which lead to better team communication processes and performance. Furthermore, these
Team Interaction SMMs were stronger predictors of performance in novel as compared to routine
environments. Chen and colleagues (2005) considered the relationship of “team knowledge”
(operationalized as an aggregation of the degree to which members understand their individual roles
– which is indicative of Team Interaction SMMs) to adaptive performance. Although a slightly
different construct from Team Interaction SMMs as it is not reflective of the sharedness of this
knowledge, this aggregated team knowledge was found to predict adaptive performance. Finally,
Waller and colleagues (2004) looked at adaptive performance in the field with nuclear power control
room crews and found that during non-routine situations, higher performing teams engaged in more
Task SMM development than lower performing teams.
The second, third, and fourth set of hypotheses focus on SMMs as a possible mechanism by
which membership fluidity is related to adaptive performance. As noted above and consistent with
team adaptation theory (e.g., Burke et al., 2006), it is suggested that this relationship is partially
mediated by each of the types of SMMs described above (i.e., task, team interaction, and teammate).
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This notion is supported not only by literature (e.g., Marks et al., 2000; Waller et al., 2004), but also
by early theory on SMMs. Cannon-Bowers and colleagues (1993) argued that SMMs enable teams to
more effectively coordinate actions and adapt behavior to task demands, which leads to greater
performance. However, it is further suggested that membership fluidity will differentially influence
the various mental models, and thus, specific contrasts regarding SMM development among intact
teams and teams who experience membership fluidity are articulated below.
According to the taxonomy presented above (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993), Task SMMs are
comprised of such task-relevant knowledge as task procedures, task strategies, resources, and
operating procedures. When teams experience membership change (i.e., losing a member who is
then immediately replaced by another member who has been working on a similar task), this type of
shared knowledge could potentially remain highly shared when such information is completely
standardized. However, even in the most standardized tasks, teams still have the ability to determine
their own task strategies. In membership change teams, the lost member is being replaced with
another member who likely had different task experiences based on his/her previous team. With
regard to membership loss, teams will need to reconfigure rapidly, which would necessitate a change
in task strategies. As compared to intact teams of the same size who do not experience these
changes, teams with fluid membership will not have as highly shared Task MMs. Therefore, I
suggest:

H2a: Two-person intact teams will develop more similar Task MMs than two-person membership loss
teams.
H2b: Three-person intact teams will develop more similar Task MMs than three-person membership loss
with replacement teams.
Given the positive relationship among SMMs and performance in teams (DeChurch &
Mesmer-Magnus, 2010), it is suggested that these same findings will extend to adaptive performance
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as well. Indeed, the Waller and colleagues (2004) study on Task SMMs and adaptive performance in
nuclear power plant control room crews suggests that Task SMMs aid adaptive performance in
novel environments. Essentially, I am, therefore, arguing that Task SMMs partially mediates the
relationship between membership fluidity and adaptive team performance. Therefore, I hypothesize:

H2c: Task MMs similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.
H2d: Task SMMs will partially mediate the relationship between membership fluidity and adaptive team
performance.
Recall that Team Interaction SMMs are comprised of several types of team relevant
knowledge such as individual roles/responsibilities; the interaction patterns established by the team
for effectiveness; role interdependencies; and the flow of information. This knowledge is
independent of who is on the team (i.e., team generic). Teams who experience stability or change
will have no disruptions (or little disruption) to the development of such member generic Team
Interaction SMMs because the roles/responsibilities and interdependencies were clearly articulated
during training. These teams should, therefore, realize the adaptive performance benefits
demonstrated in the literature regarding Team Interaction SMMs. However, teams that experience
loss must reconfigure the roles/responsibilities and interdependencies among remaining members.
These teams will experience the greatest disruption in components that comprise Team Interaction
SMMs. Therefore, I suggest:

H3a: Two-person intact teams will develop more similar Team Interaction MMs than two-person
membership loss teams.
Just as Task SMMs are important for team performance, it is suggested that this type of
SMM will also be positively related to adaptive performance. Marks and colleagues (2000) found that
Team Interaction SMMs were stronger predictors of performance in novel as compared to routine
environments. Chen and colleagues (2005) considered the relationship of “team knowledge”
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(operationalized as an aggregation of the degree to which members understand their individual roles
– which is indicative of Team Interaction SMMs) to adaptive performance. Although a slightly
different construct from Team Interaction SMMs as it is not reflective of the sharedness of this
knowledge, this aggregated team knowledge was found to predict adaptive performance. In light of
these findings, I argue similar effects will be found in this study and thus, again predict mediation:

H3b: Team Interaction MMs similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.
H3c: Team Interaction SMMs will partially mediate the impact of membership loss and adaptive team
performance for two-person teams.
Finally, when considering Teammate SMMs, the content is team specific in that the
tendencies of members to operate in a particular fashion are based on member personalities. In both
intact and membership loss teams, the content of the team-specific knowledge within the Teammate
SMM does not dramatically change. In other words, remaining team members should still have a
shared understanding of each other’s preferences, knowledge, attitudes, etc. based on their individual
assessments of each other’s personalities, gained through observation while working together.
However, membership change teams must integrate a new member whose preferences, tendencies,
etc. are unknown. When new members join teams, there has been no opportunity to observe them
working and, therefore, no opportunity to pick up on cues regarding their personality. When
compared to intact teams, membership change teams will not have the same degree of sharedness
with regard to Teammate MMs, when operationalized as personality assessments, as these teams will
have to learn about a new member in a relatively short period of time. In fact, prior research has
found that team tenure contributes to the development of Teammate SMMs (Smith-Jentsch, Kraiger,
Cannon-Bowers, & Salas, 2009). Therefore, I argue:

H4a: Three-person intact teams will develop more similar Teammate MMs than three-person membership
loss with replacement teams.
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Just as Task and Team Interaction SMMs are important for team performance, it is
anticipated that this Teammate SMMs will also be positively related to adaptive performance.
Knowing how other team members tend to operate enables teams to anticipate the actions of their
teammates and respond effectively (Cannon-Bowers et al., 1993; Rouse, Cannon-Bowers, & Salas,
1992; Smith-Jentsch et al., 2001). Based on these findings, I again argue for partial mediation
between membership fluidity and adaptive team performance.

H4b: Teammate MM similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.
H4c: Teammate SMMs will partially mediate the impact of membership replacement and adaptive team
performance for three-person teams.
Although there are arguably direct effects of membership configurations on the
development of SMMs as articulated above, much of this learning can occur through transition
processes, operationalized in this study as the amount of information sharing that teams engaged in.
Consider Task SMMs. Even though removing a member does not change the type of task knowledge
that needs to be shared (e.g., Task SMMs require sharing of task strategies and procedures), the new
member may have a different conceptualization of this task relevant knowledge as described
previously. If those differences are not uncovered through information sharing during planning
periods, membership change teams will have lower levels of Task SMMs as compared to threeperson intact teams and thus, will not realize the adaptive performance benefits of developing high
levels of Task SMMs.
With regard to membership loss, as mentioned previously, teams will need to reconfigure
rapidly, which would necessitate a change in task strategies. If the remaining members do not clearly
articulate their thoughts regarding how task strategies should change, these teams will not have as
high a level of shared Task MMs as intact teams. In this sense, these transition processes (i.e.,
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information sharing) should moderate the relationship between membership fluidity and learning
(operationalized as Task SMMs). If teams share critical information during transition periods (i.e.,
planning periods), they will develop more highly shared mental models. This sharing is even more
critical to teams who experience membership loss or membership loss with replacement, as they will
not have other opportunities to develop SMMs. More formally, I hypothesize:

H5a: Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the relationship between
membership fluidity and Task SMMs. The differences in Task MM similarity among intact teams
and membership loss teams will be lessened by high levels of information sharing during transition
periods.

H5b: Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the relationship between
membership fluidity and Task SMMs. The differences in Task MM similarity among intact teams
and membership loss with replacement teams will be lessened by high levels of information sharing
during transition periods.
Similar to Task SMMs, this information sharing (i.e., transition process) moderates the
relationship between membership fluidity and learning, operationalized as Team Interaction SMMs.
If, membership loss teams do not engage in high levels of information sharing, members will not
develop the same level of shared Team Interaction MMs as their intact counterparts who have had
more time to engage in such sharing throughout the duration of the task. However, if they are able
to share information regarding the change in roles that is required by losing am member, teammates
will have more similar understandings of how the team should coordinate roles and move forward in
the next action phase—all of which comprise Team Interaction SMMs. Thus, I predict:

H6:

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the relationship between
membership fluidity and Team Interaction SMMs. The differences in Team Interaction MM
similarity among intact teams and membership loss teams will be lessened by high levels of
information sharing during transition periods.

Finally, when considering Teammate SMMs, as noted above, membership change teams
must integrate a new member whose preferences, tendencies, etc. are unknown. When compared to
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intact teams, membership change teams who do not share information during the transition periods
(i.e., planning periods) will not develop as strong a Teammate SMM as they would if they do share.
By sharing information, teams can begin to gauge each other’s personality characteristics. For
example, if members focus on specific details, it provides insight into levels of conscientiousness.
The willingness to engage in a task after a disruptive change can provide insights into agreeableness.
Therefore, I argue:

H7:

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing will moderate the relationship between
membership fluidity and Teammate SMMs. The differences in Teammate MM similarity among
intact teams and membership loss with replacement teams will be lessened by high levels of
information sharing during transition periods.

In summary (see Figure 1), it is predicted that the development of effective shared mental
models will mitigate the negative influence of membership change or membership loss on team
performance. This occurs through a complex process that involves information sharing, which
influences the degree to which teams develop shared mental models. Team learning (development of
effective SMMs) enables team performance and thus, can improve performance for teams who do
not experience membership change and mitigate the negative influence of membership loss with
replacement or membership loss on performance. Table 3 summarizes the hypothesized
relationships.
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Figure 1. Hypothesized Relationships among Study Variables

Table 3
Summary of Study Hypotheses

H1a

Two-person intact teams will demonstrate greater adaptive performance than will twoperson membership loss teams.

H1b

Three-person intact teams will demonstrate greater adaptive performance than will threeperson membership loss with replacement teams.

H2a

Two-person intact teams will develop more similar Task MMs than two-person
membership loss teams.

H2b

Three-person intact teams will develop more similar Task MMs than three-person
membership loss with replacement teams.

H2c

Task MMs similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.

H2d

Task SMMs will partially mediate the relationship between membership fluidity and
adaptive team performance.

H3a

Two-person intact teams will develop more similar Team Interaction MMs than twoperson membership loss teams.
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H3b

Team Interaction MMs similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.

H3c

Team Interaction SMMs will partially mediate the impact of membership loss and adaptive
team performance for two-person teams.

H4a

Three-person intact teams will develop more similar Teammate MMs than three-person
membership loss with replacement teams.

H4b

Teammate MM similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.

H4c

Teammate SMMs will partially mediate the impact of membership replacement and
adaptive team performance for three-person teams.

H5a

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the
relationship between membership fluidity and Task SMMs. The differences in Task MM
similarity among intact teams and membership loss teams will be lessened by high levels of
information sharing during transition periods.

H5b

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the
relationship between membership fluidity and Task SMMs. The differences in Task MM
similarity among intact teams and membership loss with replacement teams will be
lessened by high levels of information sharing during transition periods.

H6

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the
relationship between membership fluidity and Team Interaction SMMs. The differences in
Team Interaction MM similarity among intact teams and membership loss teams will be
lessened by high levels of information sharing during transition periods.

H7

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will moderate the
relationship between membership fluidity and Teammate SMMs. The differences in
Teammate MM similarity among intact teams and membership loss with replacement
teams will be lessened by high levels of information sharing during transition periods.
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CHAPTER THREE: MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Based on the power analysis (see design section below), 165 undergraduate and graduate
students from two large Southeastern universities engaged in a simulation regarding an emergency
room waiting area. Recruitment was conducted through two online systems designed to manage
experiments, in accordance to policies outlined by the Institutional Review Board.
Participants were configured into 60 two- or three-person teams as follows: one control
condition with two members (Condition 2: two-person intact teams; 15 total teams, 30 total
participants) and one control condition with three members (Condition 3: three-person intact teams;
15 total teams, 45 total participants); two experimental conditions with three members each
(Condition 4: membership loss teams and Condition 5: membership loss with replacement teams; 15
teams in each condition for a total of 30 experimental teams, 90 total participants). An attempt was
made to recruit an equal number of male and female participants, resulting in 71 male participants,
93 female participants, and 1 participant who declined to answer. Across conditions, gender
distribution ranged from 38% men (Condition 5: membership loss with replacement teams) to 47%
men (Condition 4: membership loss teams & Condition 3: three-person intact teams). Age ranged
from 18-57 years, with the majority of participants (66%) ranging between 18 and 21. Across
conditions, the age ranged were 18-43 (Condition 5: membership loss with replacement teams), 1857 (Condition 4: membership loss teams), 18-34 (Condition 3: three-person intact teams) and 18-44
(Condition 2: two-person intact teams).
All participants were randomly assigned to teams and to the experimental conditions under
which they participated. A short training period was followed by two 20-minute simulation
performance periods (referred to as Time 1 and Time 2). The simulation was similar for each
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performance period and identical across all conditions. Students received a cash stipend of $10 per
hour in return for participation ($25 total for 2.5 hours). To ensure high levels of motivation
throughout the experiment and to encourage teams to keep particular details of the manipulations
confidential from potential future participants, participants were told upon arrival to the
experimental session that they could win additional money based on their teams’ performance. The
top-performing team in each condition received $25 per participant; second- and third-place teams
received $20 and $15 per participant, respectively. This monetary award was earned in addition to
the individually based participation stipend of $25.

Design & Power Analyses
The study used a 4 (Membership Change: loss with replacement vs. loss without replacement
vs. no change-three members vs. no change-two members; between factor) by 2 (Time 1, Time 2;
within factor) mixed, factorial design. G*Power 3.1.3 was used to estimate the total sample size
necessary to achieve a power of .80 assuming an medium effect size f2 of .20 when assuming a linear
multiple regression with a fixed model and single regression coefficient. A total minimum sample
size of 32 teams was deemed necessary to detect the interaction of learning and membership change
on adaptive performance (8 teams per cell). Further consideration was given to the n:k ratio to
determine a more optimal sample size. Considering an 8:1 ratio with six variables (membership
fluidity, information sharing, Task SMMs, Team Interaction SMMs, Teammate SMMs, and adaptive
team performance), a suggested minimum sample size was 48 teams, which equals 12 teams per cell.
However, to ensure adequate power, 60 teams (15/cell) were collected.
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Procedure
Figure 2 summarizes the chronological flow of events prior to, and during, the experiment.
Depending on the condition, either five or six participants arrived at the lab. There were two
different experimenters to avoid: (1) confusion regarding which room to report to and (2)
participants seeing one another and forming any kind of impression that they were all part of one
team. To facilitate experimental protocols with research assistants, the teams in each condition were
given names. For the experimental conditions, the team of three who experienced membership loss
(Condition 4) was Team Bravo and the team of three who experienced membership change was
Team Echo (Condition 5). For the control conditions, the team of three that remained intact was
Team Delta (Condition 3) and the team of two that remained intact was Team Foxtrot (Condition
2).
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Figure 2. Chronological Flowchart Depicting Experimental Procedure

Upon arrival to the experiment, participants were told their purpose of working together on
the simulation is to determine how teams interact with others. They were also told that another team
was simultaneously working on the same simulation. Both teams were informed of the incentives
associated with top performance. Immediately thereafter, the experimenter read the informed
consent, explaining the nature of the experiment, while not giving away critical design details.
Consent was waived, so participants were told that taking the first survey was a sign of their
willingness to participate. Prior to the first survey, the experimenter provided participants with the
opportunity to ask questions and reminded them that they could withdrawal from the study at any
time.
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Regardless of conditions, both teams in each experimental session received training in their
separate locations. Once training was complete, all teams completed a series of measures, aimed at
identifying familiarity with other members, the degree to which they felt comfortable with the
simulation (e.g., the requirements) and other relevant control variable measures (see Appendix C).
The respective experimenter then provided each team with a worksheet (see Appendix D &
E) to guide planning efforts that was tailored for either two-person teams (the two-person intact
team condition) or three-person teams (all remaining conditions). Teams had 15 minutes to
complete their planning period (i.e., Transition Phase I). Teams then completed a series of measures
(see Appendix F) and then engaged with the simulation for roughly 20 minutes (i.e., Action Phase I).
Upon completion of the first portion of the simulation, participants completed Performance
Measure Time I as a team (see Appendix G, described in detail below), followed by another series of
measures (see Appendix H). Once all members finished the measures, the experimenter removed a
member from both Team Bravo (Condition 5 – membership loss with replacement) and Team Echo
(Condition 4 – membership loss) in the experimental conditions and left membership intact in the
two- and three-person control conditions (Conditions 2 and 3). In the membership loss with
replacement condition (Team Echo), the lost member from Team Bravo joined Team Echo. All teams
were then told to, “Take some time to plan for the next phase of the simulation. You have no more
than five minutes.” Either at the end of five minutes or when teams indicated they were finished
planning (i.e., if before the five minutes were up), teams completed the third round of surveys (see
Appendix I), which included the mental model measures. The difference in times for the planning
periods was determined by pilot testing. Pilot teams across conditions rarely used more than five
minutes and, in fact, the majority of teams did not use the full five minutes, regardless of condition.
This held true during the experiment as well.
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When ready, each team then engaged in the remaining 20-minutes of the simulation (i.e.,
Action Phase II, which was similar in nature to the first 20 minutes of the simulation), followed by
the final measures (see Appendix J). During the simulation, the lost member from Team Echo
completed the final round of measures, was debriefed, paid, and then told he/she was free to go.
Once all members of a team finished the last round of measures, they were debriefed regarding the
true nature of the study, paid for their time, and released.

Experimental Platform
Teams engaged in a computer-based simulation that recreated an emergency waiting room
area. It was filmed as first-person; therefore, participants felt as though the actors were speaking
directly to them (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Screenshot from the Computer-based Emergency Room Simulation

There were three roles within the three-person teams: the Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer, the Records
Volunteer Staffer, and the Claims Volunteer Staffer. The Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer interacted
directly with the simulated patient questions, voicemails, and other office staff. This person also
made necessary announcements when required (as dictated by the simulation). The Records
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Volunteer Staffer had access to two documents as well as patient information files. The two
documents were: (1) an employee tracking form (to keep track of every employee they saw in the
simulation, date that employee arrived, and where that employee worked) and (2) a patient log form
(similar to the employee tracking form except focused on the patients; see Appendix A). The Claims
Volunteer Staffer had access to two additional documents as well as the patient information files: (1)
an insurance claim form and (2) a complaint form to describe the nature of any complaints made
against employees in the simulation and the individuals involved (see Appendix B). Participants in
this role received messages from the billing department (aka, the experimenter) through a chat
function and were asked to fill in missing patient information with information they found in the
patient information files and/or the messages from the billing department. They also receive
messages about formal complaints through the simulation.
In the two-person intact team condition, the roles of the Claims Staffer and the Records
Staffer were combined so there were only two positions: Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer and
Claims & Records Volunteer Staffer. The documents that were distributed between the Records
Staffer and the Claims Staffer in the three-person conditions were combined and given to the Claims
& Records Staffer in the two-person control condition.

Manipulations
All individuals and teams, regardless of experimental condition, received the same training
on the simulation. This training consisted of a voice-enhanced PowerPoint that described the
simulation as well as the various roles and associated tasks assigned to those roles.
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Membership Change
There were four membership fluidity conditions: two-person intact teams (Team Foxtrot:
control group with two members who remained as a team), three-person intact teams (Team Delta:
control group with three members who remained as a team), membership loss teams (Team Bravo:
three-person team who lost a member after the first performance cycle, leaving just two members),
and membership loss with replacement teams (Team Echo: three person team who lost one member
after the first performance cycle but simultaneously gained another member, resulting in a different
configuration of three members). In the membership loss condition, remaining team members were
told there were no replacement personnel available to assist. In the membership loss with
replacement condition, the lost member from Team Bravo joined Team Echo. Team Echo was told that
this new member from Team Bravo was now part of Team Echo to replace the lost original member. In
both the membership loss and membership loss with replacement conditions, the Claims Volunteer
Staffer was removed. That role worked closely with both the Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer and
the Records Volunteer Staffer. Furthermore, the Claims Staffer received patient updates from the
hospital staff (AKA - the experimenter). Therefore, removal of this member was likely to require the
greatest amount of adaptation from teams (see Figure 4 for a visual representation of all four
conditions at Time 1 and time 2).
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Figure 4. Team Member Configurations at Time 1 and Time 2

Measures
All survey data was collected using the Qualtrics online survey system, allowing for
electronic data collection, except the SMM measures, which were conducted with pen and paper. All
measures were completed in the laboratory. All self-report measures, unless otherwise noted, were
rated on a 5-point Likert-type scale ranging from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. See Table
4 for an overview of the variables included in the study as well as operationalizations.
Table 4
List of Variables and Their Corresponding Operationalizations
Variable

Operationalization
Control Variables

Demographic Information

Original scale capturing relevant demographic information of participants

Goal Orientation

13-item scale measuring an individual’s disposition toward validating ability within
achievement settings (Vandewalle, 1997)

Tolerance for Ambiguity

22-item scale measuring the manner in which individuals process information about
ambiguous situations based on unfamiliar or complex clues (Furnham & Ribchester, 1995)

Familiarity

1-item scale, developed by Smith-Jentsch and colleagues, measuring the length of time
participants had known one another in months (Rinke, 2011)

Role Comprehension

Original scale measuring the degree to which participants understand the requirements of the
various role within the simulation
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Study Variables
Information Sharing

Coded from audio/video tapes based on (1) the total amount of information shared regarding
team member knowledge, skills/abilities, or attitudes; (2) the total amount of time spent
discussing such information; (3) the total amount of information shared regarding who will
complete various roles, what the roles consist of, or how members should coordinate with
each other regarding their respective roles; and (4) the total amount of time spent discussing
such information

Learning

Operationalized as the level of sharedness of various types of mental models.

Team Interaction and Task Mental Models were measured by paired comparisons,
similar to the method utilized by Smith-Jentsch and colleagues (2005).

Teammate Mental Models were measured using self-report comparisons to other
reports of personality. This was assessed using the 20-item short form of the 50-item
International Personality Item Pool-Five-Factor Model measuring the five factors of
personality (Donnellan et al., 2006).

Both correlations and Euclidean distances were calculated for each SMM variable.

Performance TI and T2

Original card-sorting task requiring the team to sort patients according to a triage scale (most
severe to least severe); correct responses were aggregated to create a total score for each
performance measurement period.

Adaptive Performance

Difference score between T1 and T2 performance

Control Variables
To statistically control for as much known variance as possible, a variety of conceptuallyand empirically-related individual difference variables were measured and analyzed as potential
control variables. The following measures were included in the initial survey that participants took in
the lab immediately upon providing consent. These measures were selected as they are individual
difference variables shown to be relevant to team adaptation in previous studies (e.g., DeRue et al.,
2008; LePine, 2003, 2005). See Appendix C for each full-scale description.

Demographic information. The demographic survey included customary data such as
age, gender, GPA, year in school, and major (among other data). GPA, specifically used as a
covariate in this study across all analyses, was calculated as an average for the team. The mean across
conditions was 2.85 (SD = 0.61). Skewness (-0.97) and kurtosis (0.96) levels across conditions were
within acceptable ranges. The means within conditions were as follows: two-person intact teams (M
= 3.14, SD = 0.45), three-person intact teams (M = 3.20, SD = 0.30), three-person membership loss
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teams (M = 3.33, SD = 0.42), and three-person membership loss with replacement teams (M = 3.23,
SD = 0.39).

Goal Orientation. Goal orientation is defined as an individual’s disposition toward
validating ability within various achievement settings (Vandewalle, 1997). This was assessed using
the Vandewalle’s (1997) 13-item scale that categorizes goal orientation as Prove Performance, Avoid
Performance, or Learning. An example item includes “I am willing to select a challenging work
assignment that I can learn a lot from. Participants used the full range of responses (1-5), which
were then aggregated into means for each subscale (Learning Goal Orientation - LGO, Prove
Performance Goal Orientation – PPGO, and Avoid Performance Goal Orientation – APGO). In
this study, APGO, consisting of a 4-item scale, ( was used as a covariate when analyzing the
Task and Team Interaction SMM hypotheses. By definition, those high in APGO avoid situations
that require them to perform. Thus, teams high in APGO could influence development of SMMs
given the tendency to avoid demonstrating competence, which would result in a lack of cues
required to develop SMMs regarding the specific tasks (Task SMMs) as well as how teams should go
about approaching those tasks (Team Interaction SMMs). Team scores ranging from 1.50 to 4.00,
with an overall mean across conditions was 2.60 (SD = .53). Skewness (0.08) and kurtosis (-0.07)
levels across conditions were within acceptable ranges. Within conditions, APGO means were as
follows: two-person intact teams (M = 2.54, SD = 0.72), three-person intact teams (M = 2.78, SD =
0.58), three-person membership loss teams (M = 2.62, SD = 0.32), and three-person membership
loss with replacement teams (M = 2.46, SD = 0.39).

Tolerance for Ambiguity. Tolerance for ambiguity is defined as the manner in which an
individual (or team) “perceives and processes information about ambiguous situations or stimuli
when confronted by an array of unfamiliar, complex, or incongruent clues” (Furnham & Ribchester,
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1995, p. 179). This was assessed using Mclain’s (1993) 22-item measure (α = .87) and was used in the
Task and Team Interaction SMM analyses. Example items include, “I generally prefer novelty over
familiarity” and I enjoy tackling problems which are complex enough to be ambiguous.” As this
scale assesses the degree to which people are comfortable with ambiguity, using this measure as a
covariate in these particular analyses removed variance associated with this comfort, allowing for
consideration of variance related to the variables of interest rather than comfort (or lack thereof)
with situations that are lacking clarity. Prior to aggregation, reverse coded items were re-scored; thus,
higher team means indicated a higher overall level of ambiguity. Participants used the full range of
responses (1-5), which were aggregated to the team level, resulting in a mean of 3.51 across
conditions, (SD = 0.31). Skewness (0.14) and kurtosis (0.90) across conditions were within
acceptable ranges. Means within conditions were as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 3.40, SD
= 0.43), three-person intact teams (M = 3.49, SD = 0.32), three-person membership loss teams (M
= 3.55, SD = 0.24), and three-person membership loss with replacement teams (M = 3.55, SD =
0.28).

Familiarity. Familiarity was defined in this study as the degree to which participants knew
one another. This was measured using a scale developed for use with the simulation task by SmithJentsch and colleagues (Rinke, 2011). Familiarity was calculated as a team-level variable, averaging
the level of familiarity among each dyadic pair within a team using one item – the number of months
members had known one another. This was used as a control variable in analyses that considered
Teammate SMMs, since greater familiarity could increase the amount of information known
regarding a person’s personality characteristics. Across conditions, the mean was 4.44 (SD = 8.46).
Skewness (2.57) and kurtosis (6.79) levels across conditions suggest that the data was not normally
distributed. Specifically, the positive skewness value suggests that the majority of the responses were
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less than the mean while the kurtosis level suggests that the data are more closely clustered around
the mean (i.e., low lower levels of data fluctuation than what is seen in normal distributions).
Together, this suggests that participants generally had low levels of familiarity. Within conditions,
means were as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 1.00, SD = 2.36), three-person intact teams
(M = 4.47, SD = 6.96), three-person membership loss teams (M = 4.83, SD = 9.04), and threeperson membership loss with replacement teams (M = 7.45, SD = 11.96).

Role Comprehension. This original scale was designed to determine the degree to which
the task training was effective. This is the only control variable measured after the initial transition
phase (see Appendix F) and was used in all analyses as it directly influences Task as well as Team
Interaction SMMs. Specifically, the more clarity members have regarding the roles, the better able
they would be to determine what tasks are critical and how to coordinate to accomplish those tasks.
The scale was either 2-items or 3-items, depending on the number of team members (2-item for
two-person intact teams, 3-items for all other conditions). The items asked whether members
understood the requirements of their own roles as well as the roles of the other team members. The
mean across conditions was 3.73 (SD = 0.43). Skewness (0.31) and kurtosis (1.46) levels across
conditions were within acceptable ranges. Means within conditions were as follows: two-person
intact teams (M = 3.63, SD = 0.52), three-person intact teams (M = 3.67, SD = 0.41), three-person
membership loss teams (M = 3.84, SD = 0.43), and three-person membership loss with replacement
teams (M = 3.78, SD = 0.36).

Study Variables
The following describes the operationalization of the key study constructs. These measures
were given throughout the study (refer back to the experimental flow, depicted in Figure 2).
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Information Sharing. This was operationalized as the amount of information shared
regarding (1) team member knowledge, skills/abilities, or attitudes or any type of teamwork process
(i.e., back-up behavior, mutual monitoring, etc.) and (2) taskwork. This was coded based on review
of audio/video tapes of each study session—specifically of the second transition phase (second
planning period). Each piece of relevant information shared counted in the total. For example, a
phrase stated from the Records Staffer to the Claims Staffer saying, “You need to write down all of
the patient information you get, and if you need help with this, let me know” would be coded as one
unique task-relevant statement and one unique team-relevant statement. The portion discussing
writing down all relevant patient information is a task that is required of the Claims Staffer (or the
Claims & Records staffer, in the two-person intact teams). The portion of the statement offering
assistance if requested describes back-up behavior and thus, would be coded as one unique teamrelated statement. These counts were aggregated to create a total amount of information-shared
variable. Three research assistants engaged in coding. The inter-rater reliability (ICC) was .93.
Skewness (0.42) and kurtosis (-0.74) levels were within acceptable ranges across conditions. The
overall mean across conditions was 9.23 (SD = 6.04). Within conditions, means were as follows:
two-person intact teams (M = 5.40, SD = 3.60), three-person intact teams (M = 9.20, SD = 6.41),
three-person membership loss teams (M = 10.93, SD = 4.74), and three-person membership loss
with replacement teams (M = 11.40, SD = 7.30).

Learning. Learning was operationalized as the development of shared mental models
regarding team interaction and regarding the task (see Appendix I) and analyzed as outlined by
Smith-Jentsch and colleagues (2005). SMM similarity was calculated as an average correlation
between team members. This is the identical method utilized by Smith-Jentsch and colleagues
(2005), who argued that such an approach is warranted because these indices are correlational in
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nature and thus, are parallel to the use of Pathfinder C (e.g., Marks, Sabella, Burke, & Zaccaro, 2002;
Stout, Cannon-Bowers, Salas, & Milanovich, 1999), UCFNET QAP coefficients (e.g., Mathieu et al.,
2000), or coefficient alpha across respondents (e.g., Webber, Chen, Payne, Marsh, & Zaccaro, 2000).
This was calculated for each team. As this is a correlation, it is interpreted in the same way as other
correlations—the higher the correlation (closer to 1), the greater the level of similarity among MMs.
A correlation index measures the general similarity of the pattern of responses among
participants on the SMM matrices. To capture the absolute distance between participant ratings, a
Euclidean distance was also calculated between all possible dyadic MM matrices (and personality
ratings) as well and then averaged within team to create a team score. This represents how closely
participant ratings actually were, regardless of the pattern of responses. Thus, the lower the
calculated distance score, the closer the ratings or more similar the mental models.
Data for the team interaction and taskwork SMMs were analyzed using a structured network
approach (e.g., paired comparisons) as research has demonstrated that such an approach to
measuring mental models is most predictive of adaptive team performance (Resick et al., 2010).
Therefore, participants were presented with a matrix comparing each of the required tasks to one
another to assess task MMs. Participants were instructed to rate each attribute in relation to all other
attributes for that model based on a 5-point scale ranging from -4 (negatively related, a high degree of one
requires a low degree of the other) through 0 (unrelated) to 4 (positively related, a high degree of one requires a high
degree of the other). Team interaction MMs were measured utilizing a similar matrix. Relevant team
attributes included (1) goal specification, (2) strategy formulation, (3) team monitoring and backup
behaviors, (4) coordination activities, (5) conflict management, (6) motivating/confidence building,
and (6) affect management. The ratings were completed before the action phase of the second
performance episode (i.e., after the membership change) to indicate the amount of learning that
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occurred during the first performance cycle. This reflected the sharedness of knowledge after
members were exchanged or left teams. Skewness and kurtosis levels were within acceptable ranges
for each index of the Task and Team Interaction SMMs: Task similarity (-0.09, -1.22), Task distance
(0.55, 0.39), Team Interaction similarity (0.68, 0.11), and Team Interaction distance (0.72, 1.02).
Overall means and standard deviations across conditions for each index are as follows: Task
similarity (M = 0.38, SD = 0.24), Task distance (M = 12.00, SD = 3.92), Team Interaction similarity
(M = 0.13, SD = 0.23), and Team Interaction distance (M = 9.48, SD = 3.21). Means within
conditions for Task MM similarity are as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 0.46, SD = 0.25),
three-person intact teams (M = 0.32, SD = 0.20), membership loss teams (M = 0.32, SD = 0.28),
and membership loss with replacement teams (M = 0.42, SD = 0.23). Means within conditions for
Team Interaction MM similarity are as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 0.16, SD = 0.28),
three-person intact teams (M = 0.14, SD = 0.19), membership loss teams (M = 0.14, SD = 0.26),
and membership loss with replacement teams (M = 0.09, SD = 0.17). Means within conditions for
Task MM distance are as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 11.45, SD =4.91), three-person
intact teams (M = 11.89, SD = 2.07), membership loss teams (M = 13.15, SD = 4.21), and
membership loss with replacement teams (M = 11.50, SD = 4.08). Finally, means within conditions
for Team Interaction MM distance are as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 8.61, SD = 3.28),
three-person intact teams (M = 10.17, SD = 3.49), membership loss teams (M = 10.34, SD = 3.61),
and membership loss with replacement teams (M = 8.82, SD = 2.18).
Teammate SMMs were calculated using personality measures of the self, as compared to
personality ratings by others. Recall that Teammate SMMs includes general preferences for working
as well as levels of expertise. This particular study was focused on ad hoc teams engaging in
customer service related tasks. Therefore, the personality dimension of Teammate SMMs was the
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most appropriate measure given the nature of the work. Team members would have more
opportunity to observe personality characteristics than any level of expertise. Personality was
measured using the mini-IPIP, a 20-item short form of the 50-item International Personality Item
Pool-Five-Factor Model measure (Donnellan, Oswald, Baird, & Lucas, 2006). Items cover openness
to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. Each member was
required to complete this measure about themselves and about every other member of the team. To
compute similarity and distance indices, a mean was calculated for each subscale (i.e., openness to
experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) per person. These
means were then compared for each dyadic pair within the team (self to other rating of self). These
dyadic comparisons were then averaged to create a “team member” average and all team member
averages were aggregated, using the mean, to create a teammate similarity SMM index or distance
SMM index. These team level variables were used in all analyses. Skewness and kurtosis levels were
within acceptable ranges for both the similarity (-0.60, 0.43) and distance (-0.01, -0.42) indices.
Overall means and standard deviations across conditions for each index are as follows: similarity (M
= 0.47, SD = 0.27) and distance (M = 2.25, SD = 0.45). Within conditions, means were as follows
for the similarity index: two-person intact teams (M = 0.56, SD = 0.32), three-person intact teams
(M = 0.50, SD = 0.26), three-person membership loss teams (M = 0.37, SD = 0.26), and threeperson membership loss with replacement teams (M = 0.44, SD = 0.23). For the distance index,
means within conditions were as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 2.08, SD = 0.49), threeperson intact teams (M = 2.22, SD = 0.41), three-person membership loss teams (M = 2.31, SD =
0.47), and three-person membership loss with replacement teams (M = 2.39, SD = 0.42).
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Performance Time 1 and Time 2. This was measured using a card-sorting type task
designed to be completed as a team (see Appendix G). Participants were given a specified amount of
time (five minutes) to place participants within the correct triage level (Level 1 through Level 4). As
knowledge about patients specific problems is distributed among team members (e.g., not all
patients needing care are seen in the simulation or listed in patient files as some are sent via critical
update messages to the Claims Volunteer Staffer and thus, neither the Waiting Room Volunteer
Staffer nor the Records Volunteer Staffer would have complete knowledge of all patients), all
members needed to work together to successfully identify the correct ranking. A similar card-sorting
task was given at the termination of the second performance period. Teams were given four minutes
to complete the second measure. This reduction in time was to induce the same level of time
pressure felt during the first performance assessment. As teams were accustomed to the triage level
scale for the second performance period, there was no need for additional time to allow members to
familiarize each other with the scale levels. The timings for both performance periods were
determined through pilot testing.
Scores for Performance Time I ranged from 0 to 10 (M = 4.10, SD = 2.36). Skewness (0.14)
and kurtosis (-0.36) across conditions were within acceptable ranges. Within conditions, means for
Performance Time I were as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 4.40, SD = 2.41), three-person
intact teams (M = 3.93, SD = 1.98), three-person membership loss teams (M = 3.47, SD = 2.45),
and three-person membership loss with replacement teams (M = 4.60, SD = 2.64). Scores for
Performance Time II ranged from 0 to 11 (M = 5.12, SD = 2.44). Again, skewness (-0.03) and
kurtosis (-0.60) levels were within acceptable ranges across conditions. Within conditions, means for
Performance Time II were as follows: two-person intact teams (M = 5.07, SD = 1.95), three-person
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intact teams (M = 5.80, SD = 2.54), three-person membership loss teams (M = 4.87, SD = 2.50),
and three-person membership loss with replacement teams (M = 4.73, SD = 2.82).

Adaptive Performance. Adaptive performance was calculated using a difference score
between Performance Time 1 and Performance Time 2 (Time 2 – Time 1). Scores for Adaptive
Performance ranged from -7 to 7 (M = 1.02, SD = 2.87). Negative scores indicate that team
performance decreased from Time I to Time II. Positive scores indicate that team performance
increased from Time I to Time II. A change score of 0 indicated consistency across performance
assessments. The skewness (-0.10) and kurtosis (0.17) values were in acceptable ranges across
conditions, yet the negative skewness value suggests that the majority of scores were on the positive
side of the scale. Indeed, frequency counts support this as 71.6 percent of scores were 0 (no change)
or positive (increase in performance). Means for Adaptive Performance within conditions were as
follows: two-person intact teams (M = 0.67, SD = 1.95), three-person intact teams (M = 1.87, SD =
2.50), three-person membership loss teams (M = 1.40, SD = 3.23), and three-person membership
loss with replacement teams (M = 0.13, SD = 3.50). Skewness and kurtosis levels within conditions
were also within acceptable ranges: two-person intact teams (0.54, 0.14), three-person intact teams
(0.27, 0.52), three-person membership loss teams (0.45, -1.19), and three-person membership loss
with replacement teams (-0.58, -0.41).

Statistical Analyses
Hypotheses 1a & b were testing the main effect of membership fluidity on adaptive
performance. Hypotheses 2-4 were testing the mediating effects of learning (operationalized as
Task, Team Interaction, and Teammate SMMs) on this relationship. Hypotheses 5-7 are testing the
moderating effects of information sharing on the development of SMMs. Although tests of such
mediation hypotheses have traditionally been guided by a multistep process proposed by Baron and
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Kenny (1986), recent work suggests there are methodological shortcomings to this multistep
approach (e.g., J. R. Edwards & Lambert, 2007; MacKinnon, Lockwood, Hoffman, West, & Sheets,
2002). Specifically, researchers suggest there is no need to demonstrate significance between the
input and the output variables as there are cases in which these variables may not be significantly
related (e.g., distal mediation). In response to such criticism, Kenny and colleagues (Kenny, Kashy, &
Bolger, 1998) presented an updated account suggesting modifications to their original process.
Preacher and Hayes (2004), therefore, suggest a different—more powerful—approach to
testing mediation, especially moderated mediation (the focus of this effort). The technique, based on
the modified approach to the Sobel (1982) test, is called bootstrapping. To assist in such analyses,
Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes (2007) developed an SPSS macro that enables estimation of indirect
effects by comparing the normal theory approach (e.g., the Sobel test; Sobel, 1982), the bootstrap
method to obtain confidence intervals, and the stepwise procedure advocated by Barron and Kenny
(Baron & Kenny, 1986). As the main model in this effort is moderated mediation (i.e., SMMs
mediate the relationship between membership fluidity and performance and information sharing
moderates the degree to which condition influences SMMs), the bootstrapping method was used to
test all hypotheses.
Specifically, data analyses was conducted as follows: Adaptive Performance (DV) was
regressed onto membership condition (IV—either comparing two-person intact teams to
membership loss teams OR three-person intact teams to membership loss with replacement teams)
as well as the various SMM measures (mediators) to determine whether learning (operationalized as
development of highly shared mental models) mediated the relationship between membership
fluidity and adaptive team performance. In subsequent analyses, the transition process measure
(operationalized as information sharing, obtained by coding each team’s second planning period—or
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transition phase—for task and team relevant information sharing) was used as a moderator in the
moderated mediation bootstrapping analysis. The SPSS macro (Preacher et al., 2007)allows for
integration of moderating variables when testing mediation to avoid family-wise error and to present
a more holistic picture of the indirect relationship between the IV (Condition) and DV (Adaptive
Performance) through the mediator (SMMs) at various levels of the moderator (Information
Sharing). See Table 5 for a summary of all regression-based equations used in hypothesis testing. All
models were tested using two different mental model metrics (each run separately), first with SMM
correlations (index of similarity of pattern ratings) and second with SMM Euclidean distances
(index of absolute agreement). This was done to consider whether the relative patterns or the
absolute agreement of ratings were more predictive as previous research has demonstrated
variability in results when using different mental model metrics in analyses (Smith-Jentsch, 2009).
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Table 5
Summary of Regression-Based Statistical Analyses
Mediation Analyses with Direct and Indirect Effect
Conditions 2 & 4:
Task SMMs

Performance Time II = b0 + a0 bm + (bx + ax bm) Conditions 2 & 4 + ePerformance + bmeTask SMMs

Condition 3 & 5:
Task SMMs

Performance Time II = b0 + a0 bm + (bx + ax bm) Conditions 3 & 5 + ePerformance + bmeTask SMMs

Conditions 2 & 4:
Team Interaction SMMs

Performance Time II = b0 + a0 bm + (bx + ax bm) Conditions 2 & 4 + ePerformance + bmeTeam Interaction

Conditions 3 & 5:
Teammate SMMs

Performance Time II = b0 + a0 bm + (bx + ax bm) Conditions 3 & 5 + ePerformance + bmeTeammate SMMs

SMMs

Moderated Mediation Analyses with Direct and Indirect Effect
Conditions 2 & 4: Task
SMMs

Performance Time II = [b0 + (a0 + az Information Sharing)bm] + [bx + (ax + axz Information
Sharing) Conditions 2 & 4 + ePerformance + bmeTask SMMs

Condition 3 & 5:
Task SMMs

Performance Time II = [b0 + (a0 + az Information Sharing)bm] + [bx + (ax + axz Information
Sharing) Conditions 3 & 5 + ePerformance + bmeTask SMMs

Conditions 2 & 4: Team
Interaction SMMs

Performance Time II = [b0 + (a0 + az Information Sharing)bm] + [bx + (ax + axz Information
Sharing) Conditions 2 & 4 + ePerformance + bmeTeam Interaction SMMs

Conditions 3 & 5:
Teammate SMMs

Performance Time II = [b0 + (a0 + az Information Sharing)bm] + [bx + (ax + axz Information
Sharing) Conditions 3 & 5 + ePerformance + bmeTeam Interaction SMMs

Note: subscripts on regression coefficients indicate the variable to which the coefficient is assigned. Therefore, bX refers
to the IV coefficient (X), bm refers to the mediator coefficient (M), and az refers to the moderator coefficient (Z). All
intercepts have a zero subscript, and residual terms are subscripted with the appropriate DV (i.e., DV of Performance—
ePerformance or Mediator of the particular SMM--etask SMMs). Finally, to differentiate among equations that use performance as
the DV, coefficients are symbolized with the letter “b,” whereas in equations using the mediator (SMMs) as the DV,
coefficients are symbolized with the letter “a.” See Edwards & Lambert (2007) for a more detailed review of the origin
of each equation.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS
IBM SPSS Statistics 20.0 for Windows was used to test all study hypotheses. As expected,
there was no significant difference in Time I Performance across the four experimental conditions,
F(3,56) = 0.68, p = .57, η2 = .04, suggesting no spurious differences among conditions from the
random assignment. To rule out the possibility that team size influenced performance differences, all
comparisons between conditions were limited to teams of equal size. Therefore, the two-person
intact teams (Condition 2) was always compared to the membership loss teams (Condition 4) and
the three-person intact teams (Condition 3) was compared to the membership loss with replacement
teams (Condition 5). Pearson product-moment correlation results and descriptive statistics for all
study variables are reported in Table 6. Tables 7-10 contain the performance variables for each
condition (two-person intact team – Table 7, three-person intact team – Table 8, membership loss
team – Table 9, and membership loss with replacement team – Table 10).
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Table 6
Intercorrelations, Means, & Standard Deviations for Study Variables
1
1. Task SMM
Corr.
2. Team Interaction
SMM Corr.
3. Teammate SMM
Corr.
4. Task SMM
Euc. Dist.
5. Team Interaction
SMM Euc. Dist.
6. Teammate SMM
Euc. Dist.
7. Total Info
Sharing Amount
8. GPA (Average
for Team)
9. APGO
(Team)
10. Tolerance for
Ambiguity (team)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

--.01

--

.12

-.01

--

-.51**

-.14

-.34**

--

-.11

-.18

-.28*

.32

--

-.14

.07

-.54**

.17

.08

-.01

-.07

-.08

-.02

-.01

-.05

-.20

.22

-.23

-.26

-.05

.13

--

-.08

.04

.08

.10

-.02

.03

.08

.05

--

-.25

.10

.02

-.01

-.17

.003

.15

.09

-.49**

-.30*

--
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--

11

12

13

14

15

11. Team Familiarity

-.09

.09

.06

-.03

.18

.08

.09

.15

.01

.12

--

-.06

.08

-.07

-.04

.07

.03

-.03

-.08

-.08

.09

-.10

--

.04

.16

.19

.06

-.17

-.04

.12

.09

-.001

.26*

-.05

-.11

-.002

.14

.16

-.06

-.16

-.05

.000

.12

.06

.18

-.13

.07

.29*

-.03

-.01

-.02

-.10

.01

-.01

-.10

.03

.05

-.07

-.07

.15

-.58**

.61**

--

M

0.38

0.13

0.47

12.00

9.48

2.25

9.23

3.23

2.60

3.50

4.44

3.73

4.10

5.12

1.02

SD

0.14

0.23

0.27

3.92

3.21

0.45

6.04

0.39

0.53

0.33

8.46

0.43

2.36

2.44

2.87

12. Role
Comprehension
13. Performance
Time I
14. Performance
Time II
15. Adaptive
Performance
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---

Table 7
2-Person Intact Teams-Intercorrelations, Means, & Standard Deviations for Performance Variables
1

2

3

1. Performance Time I

--

2. Performance Time II

.62*

--

3. Adaptive Performance

-.62*

.23

--

M

4.40

5.01

0.67

SD

2.41

1.95

1.95

Table 8
3-Person Intact Teams-Intercorrelations, Means, & Standard Deviations for Performance Variables
1
1. Performance Time I

2

3

--

2. Performance Time II

.41

3. Adaptive Performance

-.38

-.69**

--

M

3.93

5.80

1.87

SD

1.98

2.54

2.50

Table 9
Membership Loss Teams-Intercorrelations, Means, & Standard Deviations for Performance Variables
1
1. Performance Time I

2

3

--

2. Performance Time II

.15

--

3. Adaptive Performance

-.64**

.66**

--

M

3.47

4.87

1.40

SD

2.45

2.50

3.23
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Table 10
Membership Loss w/ Replacement Teams-Intercorrelations, Means, & SDs for Perf. Variables
1
4. Performance Time I

2

3

--

5. Performance Time II

.18

6. Adaptive Performance

-.61*

-.67**

--

M

4.60

4.73

0.13

SD

2.64

2.82

3.50
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Mediation Results
Shared mental models were hypothesized to mediate the relationship between membership
fluidity condition and adaptive performance. As such, the first several hypotheses (1-4) were
analyzed using the basic mediation model seen in Figure 5. Results are presented below based on the
type of SMM index (similarity or distance).

Figure 5. Basic Mediation Model
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H1-4 Results: Two-Person Intact vs. Membership Loss Teams
Hypotheses 2a, c, and d suggested that Task SMMs would partially mediate the relationship
between membership fluidity (two-person intact teams and membership loss teams) and adaptive
team performance. As indicated in Table 11, results do not support the mediation hypotheses for
Condition 2 – two-person intact teams and Condition 4 – membership loss teams when mental
models were operationalized using the similarity index. Task SMMs were not significantly related to
condition, = -0.01, t = -0.14, p = .89, two-tailed. Task SMMs were also not significant predictors of
Team Performance, = -0.50, t = -0.19, p = .85, two-tailed. The indirect effect of condition on
performance was not in the hypothesized direction (= 1.05), nor was it significant (p = .38, twotailed). Furthermore, the two-tailed significance test assuming normal distribution demonstrated a
non-significant effect (Sobel z = 0.03, p = .97), which was confirmed by the bootstrap results as the
confidence interval contained zero (-0.57, 0.89). Therefore, the similarity index for Task SMMs for
two-person intact teams as compared to membership loss teams did not support Hypotheses 2a, 2c,
or 2d.
Hypotheses 3a-c suggested Team Interaction SMMs would partially mediate the relationship
between membership fluidity (two-person intact teams and membership loss teams) and adaptive
team performance. Table 11 provides these results as well, which do not support mediation. Team
Interaction SMMs were not significantly related to condition, = -0.09, t = -0.78, p = .44, two-tailed.
Furthermore, Team Interaction SMMs were not significant predictors of Team Performance, = 2.29, t = -0.98, p = .34, two-tailed. Additionally, the two-tailed significance test assuming normal
distribution demonstrated a non-significant effect for Team Interaction SMMs (Sobel z = 0.48, p =
.63), which was confirmed by the bootstrap results as the confidence interval contained zero (-0.22,
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2.50). Therefore, the similarity index for Team Interaction SMMs for two-person intact teams as
compared to membership loss teams did not support Hypotheses 3a-c.
Interestingly, condition was found to be a significant predictor of Teammate SMMs, when
operationalized as the similarity index, = -0.32, t = -2.86, p = .01, two-tailed. Two-person intact
teams developed more similar Teammate MMs as compared to membership loss teams. In
membership loss teams, there is no new member (as compared to membership loss with
replacement teams) so there is no additional person for the team to integrate. Furthermore, it is
easier to develop sharedness among fewer members. Thus, this relationship was not predicted.
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Table 11
Mediation: SMM Correlations, 2-person Intact & Membership Loss Teams



Variable

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Direct and Total Effects
Adaptive Performance Regressed on Conditiona

0.33

1.49

0.22

.83

-2.77

3.42

Task SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

-0.01

0.10

-0.14

.89

-0.23

0.20

Team Interaction SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

-0.09

0.11

-0.78

.44

-0.31

0.14

Teammate SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

-0.32

0.11

-2.86

.01*

-0.55

-0.09

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Task SMMs,
controlling for Conditiona

-0.50

2.64

-0.19

.85

-6.00

5.00

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Team
Interaction SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

-2.29

2.34

-0.98

.34

-7.16

2.59

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Teammate
SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

-1.65

2.50

-0.66

.52

-6.84

3.54

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Conditiona,
controlling for SMMs (Total Effects Model)

1.05

1.18

0.89

.38

-1.38

3.49

Effect

SE

z

p

Indirect Effect and Significance Using Normal Theory
Sobel – Task SMMs

0.01

0.28

0.03

.97

Sobel – Team Interaction SMMs

0.20

0.41

0.48

.63

Sobel – Teammate SMMs

0.53

0.86

0.61

.54

Effect

Boot SE

Bootstrap Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect
Task SMMs

0.01

0.36

-0.57

0.89

Team Interaction SMMs

0.20

0.51

-0.22

2.50

Teammate SMMs

0.53

1.20

-1.39

3.55

Note. n = 30 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit.
Conditiona = Conditions 2 (2-Person Intact Teams) & 4 (Membership Loss Teams), Controlling for Average GPA,
APGO, Tolerance for Ambiguity, & Role Comprehension. *p = .005, 1-tailed.

When using the relative distance SMM metric, the pattern of results change. As noted in
Table 12, Task SMMs, operationalized as the Euclidean distance between team member mental
models, was significantly predicted by condition, = 3.21, t = 1.70, p = .05, one-tailed. Essentially,
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membership loss teams had greater distance among their Task MMs than two-person intact teams.
Similarly Team Interaction SMMs were significantly predicted by condition, = 3.86, t = 3.24, p =
.002, one-tailed. These results do not support mediation. The two-tailed significance test assuming
normal distribution demonstrated a non-significant effect for both Task (Sobel z = -0.04, p = .97)
and Team Interaction SMMs (Sobel z = -0.35, p = .72), which was confirmed by the bootstrap
results, as the confidence interval contained zero for both SMMs (Task: -0.02, 0.80; Team
Interaction: -0.33. 1.00). Therefore, Hypotheses 2a and 3a were supported; however, Hypotheses 2c,
2d, 3b, and 3c were not supported for two-person intact teams as compared to membership loss
teams when SMMs were operationalized as Euclidean distance.
Based on the results of both of these tests (as reported in Tables 11 and 12), condition did
not significantly predict adaptive team performance for two-person intact teams as compared to
membership loss teams, as hypothesized. Therefore, there was no support for Hypothesis 1a.
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Table 12
Mediation: SMM Euclidean Distance, 2-person Intact & Membership Loss Teams



Variable

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Direct and Total Effects
Adaptive Performance Regressed on Conditiona

1.34

1.52

0.88

.39

-1.83

4.51

Task SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

3.21

1.89

1.70

.10*

-0.69

7.11

Team Interaction SMMs Regressed on
Conditiona

3.86

1.19

3.24

.004**

1.40

6.31

Teammate SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

0.23

0.22

1.09

.29

-0.21

0.68

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Task SMMs,
controlling for Conditiona

-0.01

0.15

-0.05

.97

-0.31

0.30

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Team
Interaction SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

-0.09

0.23

-0.37

.71

-0.56

0.39

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Teammate
SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

0.27

1.29

0.21

.84

-2.41

2.95

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Conditiona,
controlling for SMMs (Total Effects Model)

1.05

1.18

0.89

.38

-1.38

3.49

Effect

SE

z

p

Indirect Effect and Significance Using Normal Theory
Sobel – Task SMMs

-0.02

0.54

-0.04

.97

Sobel – Team Interaction SMMs

-0.33

0.93

-0.35

.72

0.06

0.41

0.15

.88

Sobel – Teammate SMMs

Effect

Boot SE

Bootstrap Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect
Task SMMs

-0.02

0.80

-1.74

1.67

Team Interaction SMMs

-0.33

1.00

-2.68

1.42

0.06

0.56

-0.80

1.82

Teammate SMMs

Note. n = 30 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit.
Conditiona = Conditions 2 (2-Person Control) & 4 (Membership Loss)
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H1-4 Results: Three-Person Intact & Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams
As reported in Table 13, analyses were conducted to test the mediating hypotheses for threeperson intact teams as compared to membership loss with replacement teams. When operationalized
using the similarity index, neither Task SMMs (= 0.11, t = 1.23, p = .23, two-tailed) nor Teammate
SMMs (= -0.08, t = -0.88, p = .39, two-tailed) were predicted by condition. However, condition did
significantly predict adaptive performance in the hypothesized direction, = -2.06, t = -1.79, p = .04,
one-tailed. Given the pattern of findings, mediation was not supported as the two-tailed significance
test assuming normal distribution revealed a non-significant effect for both Task SMMs (Sobel z = 0.15, p = .88) and Teammate SMMs (Sobel z = -0.07, p = .95), which was confirmed by the
bootstrap results as the confidence interval contained zero (Task: -1.68, 0.79; Teammate: -0.88,
0.55). Thus, Hypothesis 1b was supported (main effect of condition on adaptive team performance);
however, the data did not support mediation when Task and Teammate SMMs were operationalized
as similarity indices between three-person intact teams and membership loss with replacement
teams, thus, not supporting Hypotheses 2b-2d and 3b-c.
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Table 13
Mediation: SMM Correlation, 3-person Intact & Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams



Variable

SE

t

P

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Direct and Total Effects
Adaptive Performance Regressed on Conditiona

-1.77

1.26

-1.41

.17

-4.37

0.83

Task SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

0.11

0.09

1.23

.23

-0.07

0.28

Team Interaction SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

0.30

0.51

0.51

.62

-0.19

0.10

Teammate SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

-0.08

0.09

-0.88

.39

-0.27

0.11

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Task SMMs,
controlling for Conditiona

-0.55

2.90

-0.19

.85

-6.56

5.46

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Team
Interaction SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

4.50

3.59

1.25

.22

-2.95

11.94

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Teammate
SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

0.29

2.62

0.11

.91

-5.15

5.72

-2.06

1.15

-1.79

.09*

-4.43

0.32

Effect

SE

z

P

Adaptive Performance Regressed on
Conditiona, controlling for SMMs (Total
Effects Model)

Indirect Effect and Significance Using Normal Theory
Sobel – Task SMMs

-0.06

0.40

-0.15

.88

Sobel – Team Interaction SMMs

-0.20

0.44

-0.46

.64

Sobel – Teammate SMMs

-0.02

0.33

-0.07

.95

Effect

Boot SE

Bootstrap Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect
Task SMMs

-0.06

0.55

-1.68

0.79

Team Interaction SMMs

-0.20

0.45

-2.03

0.26

Teammate SMMs

-0.02

0.34

-0.88

0.55

Note. n = 30 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit.
Conditiona = Conditions 3 (3-Person Intact Teams) & 5 (Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams), Controlling for
Average GPA, Team Familiarity, & Role Comprehension. *p = .04 level, 1-tailed.

Results for the relative distance SMM metric, presented in Table 14, also do not support the
mediation hypotheses for Task and Teammate SMMs. Task SMMs, operationalized as the Euclidean
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distance between team member mental models, was not significantly predicted by condition, = 0.39, t = -0.31, p = .76, two-tailed. Condition also did not predict Teammate SMMs, = 0.17, t =
1.04, p = .14, two-tailed. Neither of the SMM distance indices predicted Adaptive Team
Performance (Task: = -0.23, t = -1.23, p = .23, two-tailed; Teammate: = -0.12, t = -0.08, p = .93,
two-tailed). Furthermore, the two-tailed significance test assuming normal distribution revealed a
non-significant effect (Sobel z = 0.15, p = .88), which was confirmed by the bootstrap results, as
both the Task SMM confidence interval (-1.09, 2.55) and the Teammate SMM confidence interval (1.19, 0.61) contained zero. Thus, Hypotheses 2b-d and 3b-c were not supported for three-person
intact teams as compared to membership loss with replacement teams when SMMs were
operationalized as distance between member ratings.
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Table 14
Mediation: Euclidean Distance, 3-person Intact & Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams



Variable

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Direct and Total Effects
Adaptive Performance Regressed on Conditiona

-1.77

1.26

-1.41

.17

-4.37

0.83

Task SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

-0.39

1.27

-0.31

.76

-3.02

2.23

Team Interaction SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

-1.66

1.08

-1.53

.14

-3.88

0.57

0.17

0.16

1.04

.31

-0.17

0.51

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Task SMMs,
controlling for Conditiona

-0.23

0.19

-1.23

.23

-0.61

0.16

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Team
Interaction SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

-0.15

0.23

-0.688

.50

-0.62

0.31

Adaptive Performance Regressed on Teammate
SMMs, controlling for Conditiona

-0.12

1.48

-0.08

.93

-3.19

2.94

Adaptive Performance Regressed on
Conditiona, controlling for SMMs (Total
Effects Model)

-2.06

1.15

-1.79

.09*

-4.43

0.32

Effect

SE

z

p

Teammate SMMs Regressed on Conditiona

Indirect Effect and Significance Using Normal Theory
Sobel – Task SMMs

0.09

0.38

0.23

.81

Sobel – Team Interaction SMMs

0.26

0.47

0.54

.59

-0.02

0.35

-0.06

.95

Sobel – Teammate SMMs

Effect

Boot SE

Bootstrap Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Bootstrap Results for Indirect Effect
Task SMMs

0.09

0.51

-1.09

2.55

Team Interaction SMMs

0.26

0.62

-0.31

3.10

-0.02

0.41

-1.19

0.61

Teammate SMMs

Note. n = 30 teams. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit.
Conditiona = Conditions 3 (3-Person Intact Teams) & 5 (Membership Change Teams), Controlling for Average GPA,
Team Familiarity, & Role Comprehension. *p = .04 level, 1-tailed.
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Moderated Mediation Results
To test the moderated mediation hypothesized relationships, models were tested in their
entirety (see original model in Figure 1 above). Although Adaptive Performance remained the
overall DV of interest, Transition Processes (operationalized as information sharing) was added to
analyses to determine whether levels of information sharing moderated the relationship between
condition and development of SMMs. Results of these analyses are presented below, based on the
type of SMM index included in the analysis as well as the two conditions under comparison, as
dictated by the hypotheses.

H5a & H6 Results: Two-Person Intact vs. Membership Loss Teams
Results for Hypothesis 5a-b are presented in Table 15, which show a lack of support for this
hypothesis. The Condition/Information Sharing interaction was not significant for Task SMMs (=
0.01, t = 0.02, p = .38, two-tailed) or Team Interaction SMMs (= 0.04, t = 1.33, p = .20, twotailed). Furthermore, all confidence intervals for the conditional effects of condition on adaptive
team performance through the various SMMs at values of the mean as well as one standard
deviation above and below the mean (M as well as +/-SD) contained 0. Thus, results did not
support Hypothesis 5a-b. Information Sharing did not moderate the relationship between
development of Task or Team Interaction SMMs for two-person intact teams as compared to
membership loss teams.
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Table 15
Moderated Mediation: SMMs Correlation, 2-person Intact & Membership Loss Teams



Predictor

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Task Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

3.07

1.13

2.73

.01

0.74

5.41

-0.11

0.24

-0.44

.66

-0.61

0.40

IS

0.01

0.02

0.24

.81

-0.04

0.05

IS x Conditiona

0.01

0.03

0.21

.83

-0.05

0.06

Conditiona

Team Interaction Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

-1.67

1.18

-1.42

.17

-4.11

0.78

Conditiona

-0.39

0.26

-1.53

.14

-0.92

0.14

IS

-0.02

0.02

-1.05

.31

-0.07

0.02

0.04

0.03

1.33

.20

-0.02

0.10

IS x Conditiona

Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

-2.29

1.21

-1.89

.07

-4.80

0.22

Conditiona

-0.27

0.26

-1.04

.31

-0.82

0.27

0.02

0.02

0.93

.37

-0.03

0.07

-0.01

0.03

-0.48

.63

-0.08

0.05

IS
IS x Conditiona

Adaptive Team Performance
Constant

3.42

18.15

0.19

.85

-34.32

41.17

Task SMMs

-0.50

2.64

-0.19

.85

-6.00

5.00

Team Interaction SMMs

-2.29

2.34

-0.98

.34

-7.16

2.59

Teammate SMMs

-1.65

2.50

-0.66

.52

-6.85

3.54

Conditiona b

0.33

1.49

0.22

.83

-2.77

3.42

IS Value

Effect

SE

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Task SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

0.04

0.72

-1.03

1.86

M (8.17)

0.03

0.43

-0.56

1.28

+1 SD (13.17)

0.02

.66

-1.12

1.52
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Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Team Interaction SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

0.61

1.11

-0.68

4.46

M (8.17)

0.18

0.63

-0.42

2.74

-0.26

0.98

-3.82

0.80

+1 SD (13.17)

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.01

0.32

-0.70

0.29

M (8.17)

-0.01

0.23

-0.49

0.42

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.01

0.29

-0.69

0.59

Note. n = 30 teams. Values for quantitative moderators are the mean and plus/minus one SD
from mean. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. IS = Information Shared; SMM = Shared Mental
Models; LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit. Conditiona =Conditions
2 (2-person Intact Teams) & 4 (Membership Loss Teams). Conditionb = this value represents
the direct effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance, controlling for Average GPA, APGO,
Tolerance for Ambiguity, & Role Comprehension.

When operationalized as the Euclidean distance between team member ratings, there is,
again, no support for moderation (see Table 16). Although condition was found to be a significant
predictor of Team Interaction SMMs, = 5.22, t = 1.38, p = .04, one-tailed (teams who experienced
membership loss had greater distance in their Team Interaction SMMs), the Condition/Information
Sharing interaction was not significant for Task (= 0.07, t = 0.14, p = .89, two-tailed) or Team
Interaction (= -0.16, t = -0.48, p = .64, two-tailed) SMMs. Each confidence interval depicting the
indirect effect of condition on adaptive performance through the various SMMs contained 0.
Therefore, transition processes (i.e., information sharing) did not moderate the relationship between
Condition (two-person intact teams as compared to membership loss teams) and Task (H5a) or
Team Interaction (H5b) SMMs.
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Table 16
Moderated Mediation: SMMs Euclidean Distance, 2-person Intact & Membership Loss Teams



Predictor

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Task Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant
Conditiona
IS
IS x Conditiona

39.76

21.10

1.88

.07

-4.00

83.52

2.72

4.56

0.60

.56

-6.75

12.19

-0.06

0.40

-0.14

.89

-0.88

0.77

0.07

0.51

0.14

.89

-1.00

1.14

Team Interaction Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant

54.75

13.21

4.15

.0004

27.36

82.14

Conditiona

5.22

2.86

1.83

.08*

-0.70

11.15

IS

0.07

0.25

0.28

.79

-0.45

0.58

-0.16

0.32

-0.48

.64

-0.82

0.51

IS x Conditiona

Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant

1.48

2.27

0.65

.52

-3.23

6.19

Conditiona

-0.41

0.49

-0.84

.41

-1.43

0.61

IS

-0.02

0.04

-0.52

.61

-0.11

0.07

0.07

0.06

1.24

.23

-0.05

0.18

IS x Conditiona

Adaptive Team Performance
Constant

13.35

17.89

0.75

.46

-23.86

50.57

Task SMMs

-0.01

0.15

-0.04

.97

-0.31

0.30

Team Interaction SMMs

-0.09

0.23

-0.37

.71

-0.56

0.39

Teammate SMMs

0.27

1.29

0.21

.84

-2.41

2.95

Conditiona b

1.34

1.52

0.88

.39

-1.83

4.51

IS Value

Effect

SE

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Task SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.02

1.01

-2.07

1.93

M (8.17)

-0.02

0.84

-1.88

1.62

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.02

0.97

-2.56

1.65
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Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Team Interaction SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.41

1.19

-3.37

1.51

M (8.17)

-0.34

0.97

-2.78

1.18

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.27

0.96

-3.14

0.97

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.05

0.79

-1.97

1.22

M (8.17)

0.04

0.60

-0.78

2.17

+1 SD (13.17)

0.13

1.17

-1.54

3.96

Note. n = 30 teams. Values for quantitative moderators are the mean and plus/minus one SD
from mean. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. IS = Information Shared; SMM = Shared Mental
Models; LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit. Conditiona =Conditions
2 (2-person Intact Teams) & 4 (Membership Loss Teams). Conditionb = this value represents
the direct effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance, controlling for Average GPA, APGO,
Tolerance for Ambiguity, & Role Comprehension. *p = .04, 1-tailed.

H5b & H7 Results: Three-Person Intact vs. Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams
Transition Processes, operationalized as Information Sharing, was also predicted to
moderate the relationship between Condition (three-person intact team) and Task and Teammate
SMMs. Table 17 provides the results with SMMs operationalized using the similarity index, which
show a lack of support for these hypotheses. The Condition/Information Sharing interaction was
not significant for either Task (= 0.000, t = 0.03, p = .98, two-tailed) or Teammate (= 0.004, t = 0.78, p = .44, two-tailed) SMMs. Furthermore, all confidence intervals for the conditional indirect
effect of condition on adaptive performance through the various SMMs contained 0, thus, not
supporting Hypotheses 5b or 7.
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Table 17
Moderated Mediation: SMMs Corr., 3-Person Intact & Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams



Predictor

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Task Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.33

0.68

0.48

.64

-1.08

1.73

Conditiona

0.11

0.16

0.66

.52

-0.23

0.44

-0.002

0.01

-0.20

.85

-0.02

0.02

0.000

0.01

0.03

.98

-0.03

0.03

IS
IS x Conditiona

Team Interaction Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.36

0.56

0.65

.52

-0.79

1.52

Conditiona

-0.07

0.13

-0.53

.60

-0.35

0.21

IS

-0.01

0.01

-0.58

.57

-0.02

0.01

0.01

0.30

.76

-0.02

0.01

IS x Conditiona

0.004

Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

-0.10

0.73

-0.14

.89

-1.62

1.42

Conditiona

-0.11

0.18

-0.63

.54

-0.47

0.25

IS

-0.01

0.02

0.26

.80

-0.03

0.04

0.01

0.78

.44

-0.01

0.02

IS x Conditiona

0.004

Adaptive Team Performance
Constant

-6.51

8.60

-0.76

.46

-24.35

11.33

Task SMMs

-0.55

2.90

-0.19

.85

-6.56

5.46

Team Interaction SMMs

4.50

3.59

1.25

.22

-2.95

11.94

Teammate SMMs

0.29

2.62

0.11

.91

-5.15

5.72

Conditiona b

-1.77

1.26

-1.41

.17

-4/37

0.83

IS Value

Effect

SE

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Task SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.06

0.58

-1.86

0.74

M (8.17)

-0.06

0.55

-1.59

0.77

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.06

0.76

-2.01

0.99
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Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Team Interaction SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.27

0.73

-2.75

0.59

M (8.17)

-0.16

0.47

-1.87

0.33

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.05

0.73

-1.87

1.05

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.03

0.43

-1.14

0.71

M (8.17)

-0.02

0.37

-0.93

0.55

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.01

0.54

-1.29

0.85

Note. n = 30 teams. Values for quantitative moderators are the mean and plus/minus one SD
from mean. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. IS = Information Shared; SMM = Shared Mental
Models; LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit. Conditiona =Conditions
3 (3-person Intact Teams) & 5 (Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams). Conditionb = this
value represents the direct effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance, controlling for
Average GPA, Team Familiarity, & Role Comprehension.

Analyses were also conducted with the Euclidean distance SMM index (see Table 18),
revealing no statistically significant interaction between Condition/Information Sharing for Task
(= -0.03, t = -0.17, p = .87) or Teammate SMMs (= -0.03, t = -0.17, p = .87). Furthermore, when
considering the indirect effect of condition on adaptive performance through the various SMMs,
each confidence interval contained 0. Thus, there is no support for Hypotheses 5b or 7. Notice,
however, that the relationship between condition and adaptive performance remains significant in
this model as well, (= -2.38, t = -1.93, p = .04, one-tailed), adding support to H1b that condition
significantly predicts adaptive team performance such that intact teams have higher adaptive
performance than membership loss with replacement teams.
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Table 18
Moderated Med.: SMMs Euc. Dist., 3-Person Intact & Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams



Predictor

SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Task Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant

16.04

10.11

1.59

.13

-4.87

36.95

0.07

2.42

0.03

.98

-4.92

5.06

IS

-0.02

0.16

-0.12

.91

-0.35

0.31

IS x Conditiona

-0.04

0.21

-0.18

.86

-0.47

0.40

Conditiona

Team Interaction Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant

16.22

8.51

1.91

.07

-1.39

33.84

Conditiona

-2.57

2.03

-1.27

.22

-6.78

1.63

IS

-0.09

0.13

-0.67

.51

-0.37

0.19

0.10

0.18

0.59

.56

-0.26

0.47

IS x Conditiona

Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant

2.72

1.26

2.17

.04

0.12

5.32

Conditiona

0.01

0.30

0.03

.98

-0.61

0.63

IS

0.01

0.02

0.32

0.75

-0.03

0.05

IS x Conditiona

0.01

0.03

0.51

0.62

-0.04

0.07

Adaptive Team Performance
Constant

0.59

10.56

0.06

.96

-21.32

22.50

Task SMMs

-0.23

0.19

-1.23

.24

-0.61

0.16

Team Interaction SMMs

-0.15

0.23

-0.68

.50

-0.62

0.31

Teammate SMMs

-0.12

1.50

-0.08

.93

-3.19

2.94

Conditiona b

-2.38

1.23

-1.93

.07*

-4.94

0.18

IS Value

Effect

SE

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI UL 95% CI

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Task SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

0.01

0.76

-1.33

2.08

M (8.17)

0.07

0.55

-0.78

1.61

+1 SD (13.17)

0.13

0.82

-1.01

2.47
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Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Team Interaction SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

0.34

0.80

-0.45

3.86

M (8.17)

0.23

0.59

-0.30

2.69

+1 SD (13.17)

0.12

0.70

-0.68

2.09

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.16)

-0.01

0.43

-0.95

0.79

M (8.17)

-0.02

0.39

-1.10

0.56

+1 SD (13.17)

-0.03

0.57

-1.53

0.87

Note. n = 30 teams. Values for quantitative moderators are the mean and plus/minus one SD
from mean. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. IS = Information Shared; SMM = Shared Mental
Models; LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit. Conditiona =Conditions
3 (3-person Intact Teams) & 5 (Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams). Conditionb = this
value represents the direct effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance, controlling for
Average GPA, Team Familiarity, & Role Comprehension. *p = .04, 1-tailed.

Exploratory Analyses
As noted above, Teammate SMMs were operationalized using a personality assessment,
comparing self-ratings to other-ratings of self (see Table 4 for variable operationalizations). In this
particular study, hypothesis testing was conducted using the Big 5 personality assessment to
determine whether team members in various membership fluidity conditions would develop more
similar SMMs regarding each other’s personality characteristics on the five personality facets of
openness to experience, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism. The task
used in this study was a customer service based task. The Waiting Room Staffer had to interact with
patients and coworkers in a video-based simulation. The Records and Claims Staffers (or Staffer, in
the two-person intact team condition) had to watch the simulation to glean particular patient
information as well as keep track of patient files and interact with the “hospital staff” (i.e.,
experimenter) who provided additional patient details via a chat function. This provides limited
opportunities to demonstrate certain personality traits assessed from this measure. For example, it
would be difficult for the Records Staffer to demonstrate openness to experience when his/her job
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is to record patient and staff information. Without any demonstration of cues that suggest high or
low openness to experience, the other team members would have little insight into that particular
personality trait. By using an overall measure of personality to test the Teammate SMM hypotheses,
these lack of cues associated with particular traits could lead to attenuation of correlations (similarity
index) and inflated Euclidean distances (distance index) for this particular SMM. Thus, exploratory
analyses were conducted, considering each facet as a separate variable. Analyses were run together
for the entire model (moderated mediation) including Task SMMs as that particular SMM was
hypothesized to also mediate the relationship between three-person intact teams and membership
loss with replacement teams. Results are reported below for both types of indices.

Teammate SMM Facets: Similarity Index
Table 19 provides results of the exploratory facet analyses for the similarity index. The only
facet that was predicted by condition was the Agreeableness facet, = -0.21, t = -1.97, p = .05, twotailed. Essentially, three-person intact teams had more similar Teammate MMs regarding the facet of
agreeableness than membership loss with replacement teams. Analyses were also conducted to
determine whether any of the facet SMMs predicted adaptive performance. The Neuroticism facet
of Teammate SMMs was the only facet to significantly predict adaptive team performance, = 4.57,
t = 1.99, p = .05, two-tailed. Teams who were able to more correctly identify members’ levels of
neuroticism, and thus develop more similar MMs regarding neuroticism traits in fellow teammates,
were able to perform better during Time II Performance than Time I.
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Table 19
Moderated Mediation: Teammate SMM Facets Correlations, Exploratory Analyses

Predictor



SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI
UL 95% CI

Task Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.33

0.11

3.05

.01

0.11

0.56

Conditiona

0.11

0.16

0.74

.47

-0.21

0.43

IS

-0.001

0.01

-0.07

.94

-0.02

0.02

IS x Conditiona

-0.001

0.01

-0.08

.94

-0.03

0.03

Team Familiarity

-0.001

0.01

-0.21

.84

-0.01

0.01

Openness Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.12

0.08

1.61

.12

-0.03

0.28

Conditiona

-0.08

0.11

-0.72

.48

-0.30

0.14

IS

-0.01

0.01

-1.03

.31

-0.02

0.01

IS x Conditiona

0.01

0.01

1.09

.29

-0.01

0.03

Team Familiarity

-0.003

0.003

-1.03

.31

-0.01

0.003

Conscientiousness Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

-0.03

0.11

-0.28

.78

-0.25

0.19

0.02

0.15

0.11

.91

-0.30

0.33

-0.01

0.01

-0.72

.48

-0.03

0.01

IS x Conditiona

0.02

0.01

1.37

.18

-0.01

0.04

Team Familiarity

0.001

0.01

0.26

.80

-0.01

0.01

Conditiona
IS

Extroversion Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.26

0.13

1.91

.07

-0.02

0.53

Conditiona

-0.27

0.19

-1.40

.18

-0.66

0.13

IS

-0.01

0.01

-0.77

.45

-0.03

0.02

IS x Conditiona

0.02

0.03

1.20

.24

-0.01

0.05

Team Familiarity

0.001

0.01

0.09

.93

-0.01

0.01

Agreeableness Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.16

0.08

2.04

.05

-0.001

0.31

Conditiona

-0.21

0.11

-1.97

.05

-0.43

0.01

IS

-0.003

0.01

-0.58

.57

-0.02

0.01
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IS x Conditiona

0.01

0.01

0.64

.53

-0.01

0.02

Team Familiarity

0.01

0.003

1.52

.14

-0.002

0.01

Neuroticism Teammate Shared Mental Model Correlation
Constant

0.19

0.13

1.43

.16

-0.08

0.46

Conditiona

-0.12

0.18

-0.64

.53

-0.50

0.26

IS

-0.01

0.01

-0.99

.33

-0.04

0.01

IS x Conditiona

0.02

0.02

1.24

.23

-0.01

0.05

Team Familiarity

-0.002

0.01

-0.27

.79

-0.01

0.01

Adaptive Team Performance
Constant

1.94

1.06

2.83

.08

-0.26

4.14

Task SMM

2.38

2.71

0.88

.39

-3.26

8.01

Teammate O SMM

-3.02

3.99

-0.76

.46

-11.31

5.27

Teammate C SMM

-5.15

2.87

-1.80

.09

-11.12

0.82

Teammate E SMM

-2.19

2.08

-1.05

.31

-6.52

2.15

Teammate A SMM

-3.73

4.46

-0.84

.41

-13.01

5.56

4.57

2.29

1.99

.05

-0.20

9.34

-1.99

1.52

-1.31

.21

-5.15

1.18

0.04

0.06

0.70

.49

-0.08

0.17

Teammate N SMM
Conditiona b
Team Familiarity
IS Value

Effect

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI
UL 95% CI

SE

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Task SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.26

0.60

-0.45

2.31

M (10.30)

0.25

0.57

-0.33

2.33

+1 SD (17.14)

0.23

0.85

-0.47

3.22

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Openness Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.13

0.50

-0.36

2.18

M (10.30)

-0.07

0.34

-1.08

0.36

+1 SD (17.14)

-0.27

0.53

-2.32

0.29

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Conscientiousness Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

-0.40

0.73

-2.70
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0.63

M (10.30)

-1.02

0.72

-3.18

-0.003

+1 SD (17.14)

-1.64

1.14

-4.53

0.07

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Extroversion Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.44

0.61

-0.36

2.38

M (10.30)

0.15

0.45

-0.30

1.73

-0.14

0.65

-1.92

0.57

+1 SD (17.14)

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Agreeableness Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.71

1.01

-0.89

3.16

M (10.30)

0.57

0.83

-0.82

2.54

+1 SD (17.14)

0.42

0.86

-0.39

2.91

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Neuroticism Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

-0.24

0.76

-2.70

0.70

M (10.30)

0.36

0.60

-0.31

2.46

+1 SD (17.14)

0.95

1.11

-0.09

5.38

Note. n = 30 teams. Values for quantitative moderators are the mean and plus/minus one SD
from mean. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. IS = Information Shared; SMM = Shared Mental
Models; LL = lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit. Conditiona = Conditions
3 (3-Person Intact Teams) & 5 (Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams). Conditionb = this
value represents the direct effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance, controlling for Team
Familiarity.

Teammate SMM Facets: Distance Index
Table 20 provides results of the exploratory facet analyses for the distance index. None of
the facets were significantly predicted by condition when operationalized using the Euclidean
distance. However, the both the Openness facet (= 3.51, t = 2.37, p = .03, two-tailed) and the
Agreeableness facet (= -3.30, t = -2.65, p = .02, two-tailed) of Teammate SMMs significantly
predicted adaptive team performance. When considering the distance scores, negative beta weights
suggest that teams who had less distance in their ratings (i.e., developed more similar MMs), were
able to perform better during Time II Performance than Time I. Therefore, teams who had more
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similar SMMs regarding the Agreeableness facet of Teammate SMMs performed better at Time II
Performance than at Time I.
Table 20
Moderated Mediation: Teammate SMM Facets Euc. Dist., Exploratory Analyses

Predictor



SE

t

p

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI
UL 95% CI

Task Shared Mental Model Euclidean Distance
Constant

12.04

1.63

7.39

.000

8.68

15.40

0.06

2.31

0.03

.98

-4.70

4.81

IS

-0.02

0.14

-0.15

.88

-0.32

0.27

IS x Conditiona

-0.04

0.19

-0.20

.85

-0.44

0.36

Team Familiarity

0.01

0.07

0.16

.88

-0.13

0.15

Conditiona

Openness Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidian Distance
Constant

2.77

0.23

12.03

.000

2.29

3.24

Conditiona

-0.03

0.33

-0.09

.93

-0.70

0.64

IS

-0.02

0.02

-0.81

.42

-0.06

0.03

IS x Conditiona

-0.02

0.03

-0.53

.60

-0.07

0.04

Team Familiarity

0.01

0.01

1.29

.21

-0.01

0.03

Conscientiousness Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidian Distance
Constant

2.52

0.24

10.62

.000

2.03

3.01

Conditiona

0.47

0.34

1.38

.18

-0.23

1.16

IS

0.02

0.02

0.99

.33

-0.02

0.06

IS x Conditiona

-0.03

0.02

-1.10

.28

-0.09

0.03

Team Familiarity

-0.01

0.01

-0.95

.35

-0.03

0.01

Extroversion Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidian Distance
Constant

2.32

0.23

10.18

.000

1.85

2.79

Conditiona

0.42

0.32

1.29

.21

-0.25

1.08

IS

0.02

0.02

0.73

.47

-0.03

0.06

IS x Conditiona

0.02

0.02

-1.53

.14

-0.10

0.01

Team Familiarity

-0.01

0.01

-0.53

.60

-0.03

0.02

Agreeableness Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidian Distance
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Constant

1.93

0.29

6.71

.000

1.34

2.52

Conditiona

0.57

0.41

1.39

.18

-0.28

1.40

IS

0.02

0.03

1.01

.33

-0.03

0.08

IS x Conditiona

-0.04

0.03

-1.16

.26

-0.11

0.03

Team Familiarity

0.02

0.01

1.22

.23

-0.01

0.04

Neuroticism Teammate Shared Mental Model Euclidian Distance
Constant
Conditiona

2.94

0.31

9.60

.000

2.31

3.57

-0.43

0.43

-0.99

.33

-1.32

0.46

IS

0.002

0.03

0.73

.47

-0.04

0.08

IS x Conditiona

0.002

0.04

0.06

.95

-0.07

0.08

Team Familiarity

-0.002

0.01

-0.14

.89

-0.03

0.02

Adaptive Team Performance
Constant

8.09

4.42

1.83

.08

-1.11

17.29

-0.33

0.18

-1.80

.09

-0.71

0.05

Teammate O SMM

3.51

1.48

2.37

.03

0.43

6.59

Teammate C SMM

0.20

1.40

0.15

.89

-2.71

3.12

Teammate E SMM

-0.64

1.29

-0.49

.63

-3.33

2.05

Teammate A SMM

-3.30

1.25

-2.65

.02

-5.89

-0.72

Teammate N SMM

-1.09

0.94

-1.16

.26

-3.03

0.86

Conditiona b

-0.97

1.22

-0.80

.44

-3.51

1.57

Team Familiarity

0.01

0.06

0.25

.81

-0.11

0.14

IS Value

Effect

SE

Task SMM

Confidence Interval
LL 95% CI
UL 95% CI

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Task SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.02

0.89

-1.48

2.33

M (10.30)

0.11

0.59

-0.79

1.83

+1 SD (17.14)

0.19

0.76

-0.86

2.55

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Openness Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

-0.28

1.23

-3.64

1.64

M (10.30)

-0.63

0.86

-2.91

0.58

+1 SD (17.14)

-0.98

1.13

-4.14

0.53
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Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Conscientiousness Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.07

0.79

-1.28

2.27

M (10.30)

0.03

0.45

-0.66

1.16

-0.01

0.48

-1.37

0.49

+1 SD (17.14)

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Extroversion Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

-0.18

0.58

-2.26

0.50

M (10.30)

-0.01

0.46

-0.71

1.09

0.19

0.95

-0.60

4.17

+1 SD (17.14)

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Agreeableness Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

-1.41

1.60

-6.40

0.69

M (10.30)

-0.52

0.95

-3.47

0.84

0.38

1.37

-1.72

3.80

+1 SD (17.14)

Conditional Indirect Effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance via Neuroticism Teammate SMMs
at Values of Information Sharing
-1 SD (3.46)

0.46

0.71

-0.34

2.42

M (10.30)

0.44

0.61

-0.17

2.29

+1 SD (17.14)

0.43

0.84

-0.32

3.12

Note. n = 30 teams. Values for quantitative moderators are the mean and plus/minus one SD from
mean. Bootstrap sample size = 5,000. IS = Information Shared; SMM = Shared Mental Models; LL =
lower limit; CI = confidence interval; UL = upper limit. Conditiona = Conditions 3 (3-Person Intact
Teams) & 5 (Membership Loss w/Replacement Teams). Conditionb = this value represents the direct
effect of Condition on Adaptive Performance, controlling for Team Familiarity.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION
The hypotheses in this study essentially described a moderated mediation model, derived
from theory, to explain one possible mechanism that enables teams to adapt: shared mental models.
It was hypothesized that teams in the experimental conditions (i.e., membership loss or loss with
replacement), would not develop the same level of sharedness in mental models as teams who did
not experience any membership loss or loss with replacement (i.e., control conditions – intact
teams). Furthermore, membership fluidity was expected to negatively influence adaptive
performance but that relationship was predicted to be partially mediated by the lack of sharedness in
mental models. However, it was also predicted that information sharing would moderate the
relationship between condition and sharedness of mental models such that if teams engaged in high
levels of information sharing (regardless of condition), they would develop more similar mental
models than teams who did not share as much information.
Results suggest that three-person intact teams demonstrated greater adaptive performance
than teams who experienced membership loss with replacement. Furthermore, two-person intact
teams developed more similar task and team interaction SMMs than teams who lost a member when
SMMs were indexed as a Euclidean distance score. Contrary to predictions, there were no
differences in the level of sharedness regarding task or teammate SMMs for three-person intact
teams as compared to membership loss with replacement teams. However, when teammate SMMs
were operationalized as the individual personality facets (i.e., the Big 5 – openness to experience,
conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism) in exploratory analyses, threeperson intact teams did develop more similar SMMs regarding the agreeableness facet (similarity
index) than membership loss with replacement teams. Additionally, when operationalized as
Euclidean distance, the Agreeableness facet significantly predicted adaptive team performance—
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specifically, the smaller the distance (i.e., more similar the MMs), the greater the adaptive
performance in teams. When operationalized as the similarity index, the neuroticism facet
significantly predicted adaptive team performance such that the more similar the SMMs, the greater
the adaptive performance in teams. Table 21 contains a summary of the hypothesis testing results,
which is followed by the resulting model that was supported by hypothesis testing and exploratory
analyses (see Figure 6).
Table 21
Summary of Hypothesis Testing
Supported or
Not Supported

Hypotheses
H1a

Two-person intact teams will demonstrate greater adaptive performance
than will two-person membership loss teams.

H1b

Three-person intact teams will demonstrate greater adaptive
performance than will three-person membership loss with replacement
teams.

H2a

Two-person intact teams will develop more similar Task MMs than two- Supported
person membership loss teams.
(Euclidean Distance)

H2b

Three-person intact teams will develop more similar Task MMs than
three-person membership loss with replacement teams.

Not Supported

H2c

Task MMs similarity will be positively related to adaptive performance.

Not Supported

H2d

Task SMMs will partially mediate the relationship between membership
fluidity and adaptive team performance.

Not Supported

H3a

Two-person intact teams will develop more similar Team Interaction
MMs than two-person membership loss teams.

Supported
(Euclidean distance)

H3b

Team Interaction MMs similarity will be positively related to adaptive
performance.

Not Supported

H3c

Team Interaction SMMs will partially mediate the impact of membership
Not supported
loss and adaptive team performance for two-person teams.

Not Supported
Supported

H4a

Three-person intact teams will develop more similar Teammate MMs
than three-person membership loss with replacement teams.

Not Supported
(Exploratory analyses suggest
Membership Fluidity predicts
sharedness of Teammate MM when
operationalized as the
Agreeableness facet – similarity
index)

H4b

Teammate MM similarity will be positively related to adaptive
performance.

Not supported
(Exploratory analyses suggest that
the Neuroticism facet – similarity
index and the Agreeableness facet –
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Euclidean distance of Teammate
SMMs significantly predict
Adaptive Team Performance)
H4c

Teammate SMMs will partially mediate the impact of membership
replacement and adaptive team performance for three-person teams.

H5a

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will
moderate the relationship between membership fluidity and Task SMMs.
The differences in Task MM similarity among intact teams and
Not Supported
membership loss teams will be lessened by high levels of information
sharing during transition periods.

H5b

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will
moderate the relationship between membership fluidity and Task SMMs.
The differences in Task MM similarity among intact teams and
Not Supported
membership loss with replacement teams will be lessened by high levels
of information sharing during transition periods.

H6

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will
moderate the relationship between membership fluidity and Team
Interaction SMMs. The differences in Team Interaction MM similarity
among intact teams and membership loss teams will be lessened by high
levels of information sharing during transition periods.

Not Supported

H7

Transition processes, operationalized as information sharing, will
moderate the relationship between membership fluidity and Teammate
SMMs. The differences in Teammate MM similarity among intact teams
and membership loss with replacement teams will be lessened by high
levels of information sharing during transition periods.

Not Supported

Figure 6. Supported Model
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Not Supported

Implications
Considering all analyses together, results suggest that membership fluidity negatively
influenced the development of shared mental models among teammates. Furthermore, this study
provides additional evidence that teammate and team interaction mental models, which are typically
not examined together in team studies, are differentially influenced by membership fluidity and
differentially predict outcomes like adaptive team performance. Table 22 provides more specific
details of the analyses (both hypothesis testing and exploratory analyses) that led to this
interpretation.
Table 22
Summary of Significant Findings
Analysis or
Hypothesis

Details of Significant Findings
Hypothesis Testing

H1b

Three-person intact teams demonstrated greater adaptive performance than membership loss with
replacement teams. The intact teams had greater gains in performance between Time I and Time II
than the membership loss with replacement teams.

H2a

Two-person intact teams developed more similar Task MMs than membership loss teams. When
operationalized using the distance index, intact teams has less distance among member mental models
regarding the task than teams that experienced membership loss.

H3a

Two-person intact teams developed more similar Team Interaction MMs than membership loss
teams. When operationalized using the distance index, intact teams has less distance among member
mental models regarding how team members should coordinate than teams that experienced
membership loss.
Exploratory Analyses

H4a

Three-person intact teams developed more similar Teammate SMMs than membership loss with
replacement teams when operationalized as the Agreeableness facet using the similarity index.
Specifically, intact teams had more similar SMMs regarding member levels of agreeableness than
membership loss with replacement teams.

H4b

Teammate SMMs predicted adaptive team performance when SMMs were operationalized as both the
neuroticism facet (using the similarity index) and the Agreeableness facet using the Euclidean distance.
Specifically, the more similar team members SMMs regarding levels of neuroticism were, the greater
the adaptive performance. Also, the less distance among member SMMs regarding levels of
agreeableness, the greater the adaptive team performance.
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Theoretical Implications
Theoretically, this research extends current understanding of team adaptation by moving
beyond a change in task complexity or one type of change in team configuration to investigate team
member loss as well as team member loss with replacement—more accurately representing the
dynamic flow of individuals among teams common in organizations today. Although some research
has focused on the impact of fluid workgroups (DeRue et al., 2008; Harrison, McKinnon, Wu, &
Chow, 2000), research has yet to address specific process effects of losing a team member without
replacement. In fact, science is just beginning to consider membership fluidity as a potential issue in
process loss. Early work on team adaptation with regard to membership change has largely been
theoretical. Providing empirical evidence regarding process loss (as was demonstrated in this study
with the membership loss with replacement teams compared to the three-person intact teams) helps
move the field forward in terms of synthesizing existing assumptions into meaningful theory.
This study found a direct negative influence of membership loss with replacement on
adaptive team performance. Although results did not support SMMs mediating the relationship
between the various condition and performance in this study, membership fluidity did negatively
influence development of task, team interaction, and teammate SMMs. With regard to task SMMs,
this may be due to the fact that they do not exert a direct main effect on adaptive performance, but
rather exert an effect through team process, as evidenced by Mathieu and colleagues (2000) who
demonstrated that only team SMMs had a direct impact on performance. However, Smith-Jentsch
and colleagues (Smith-Jentsch et al., 2005) also found that neither task nor team SMMs had a direct
effect on performance, but rather the interaction of the two positively influenced tower safety and
efficiency in air traffic control teams. These findings may explain why task, team interaction nor
overall teammate SMMs exerted a direct effect on performance in this study as well.
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Although none of the hypothesized SMMs influenced adaptive performance, when
operationalized at the facet level for agreeableness and neuroticism, teammate SMMs significantly
predicted adaptive team performance. Research within the team domain rarely considers multiple
types of Team SMMs within a single study. Especially since Mathieu and colleagues (2000) suggested
that the four types of SMMs outlined by Cannon-Bowers and colleagues (1993) ultimately depict
two major content domains of task and team SMMs. A review of team literature noted that very few
studies have conceptualized more than one dimension of SMMs (Mathieu et al., 2008). When more
than one dimension has been studied, researchers almost unanimously focus on task and team
SMMs, specifically ignoring teammate SMMs and instead focusing on team interaction SMMs. Besides
work from Smith-Jentsch and colleagues (2001), the majority of research that has considered the
degree to which team member preferences are known and shared has typically resided in the
transactive memory system literature. Transactive memory systems (TMS) is considered to be the
collection of individually held information and the knowledge regarding the distribution of that
information among team members (Wegner, 1986). In fact, the results of this study are consistent
with findings by Lewis and colleagues (2007) who found differences in TMS between intact teams
and reconstituted teams. Intact teams tend to learn more quickly than teams with membership
changes (Edmondson, Winslow, Bohmer, & Pisano, 2003).
Indeed, in this study, intact teams (either two-person as compared to membership loss teams
or three-person as compared to membership loss with replacement teams) had significantly higher
levels of all three types of SMMs measured in this effort (i.e., task, team interaction, and teammate).
However, those differences did not reside with one particular type of intact teams compared to one
particular type of membership fluidity. There were differential findings based on whether teams
experienced membership loss or membership loss with replacement and whether the intact had two
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or three members. This suggests that researchers who study only one type of SMM are not capturing
the complete nuances of team cognition.
Furthermore, the findings from the exploratory analyses suggest that multiple dimensions of
SMMs—particularly teammate SMMs—need to be included in studies as there are distinct
differences in the pattern of results. The levels of sharedness regarding member agreeableness and
neuroticism predicted adaptive performance. This particular task was a customer service task, and
the hospital staff and patients were scripted specifically to be challenging to work with. In such
instances, there are many opportunities for teammates to observe levels of agreeableness. Consider
the member who is interacting with the simulation (Waiting Room Staffer) who specifically sees all
patients and hospital staffers, some of whom are difficult to deal with. It is very easy to determine
one’s level of agreeableness when observing someone interacting with the simulation. During the
second action phase, members could leverage such information to alter how they interact with that
person (be more candid for highly agreeable individuals and be more patient with those lower on
agreeableness). This change in how members approach their teammates helps everyone gain
additional information and thus, could improve performance.
Additionally, the performance measures were timed and a performance reward was offered
for the highest-ranking teams. Therefore, the measures focused on both speed and accuracy. This
provides many opportunities to observe levels of neuroticism as well. Imagine there is less than one
minute left, and a team member shouts out, “Hurry up, guys – we’re not gonna get done and were
lose out on the money!” When asked for input, that same member is flustered and cannot
contribute. This provides keen insight into that team member’s level of neuroticism. During the next
performance episode, effective team members would elicit information from that person first, to
avoid having him/her get flustered towards the end of the time period or perseverate over the
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information while waiting to contribute, resulting in a member who had confused the details and
thus, could negatively influence team performance.
These particular findings suggest that adaptation theory should specifically discuss how
various types of SMMs (and their corresponding dimensions) influence adaptation. The Burke and
colleagues model (2006) specifically discusses cognitions, suggesting that adaptive team
performance, by definition, requires a change in “cognitive or behavioral goal-directed actions or
structures to meet expected or unexpected demands” (p. 1192); however, the discussion is limited to
generic SMMs, not specifying which types are most important at any given time. Kozlowski and
colleagues (1999) also suggest adaptive performance is comprised of a series of stages, but do not
specifically mention shared mental models. However, when considered closely, the underlying
mechanisms required for successfully moving through the phases are cognitively based. For
example, socialization—the first phase—is focused on reducing social ambiguity, which is often
inherent at team formation by seeking knowledge regarding the team. One particular type of
knowledge that the authors suggest aids in the socialization process is interpersonal knowledge, which is
the information that comprises teammate SMMs. Kozlowski also suggests that team orientation aids
adaptive performance. The development of a team orientation involves the identification of team goals
(i.e., what the team is trying to do), team climate (i.e., what it is like to be part of this particular
team), and norms for interaction (i.e., acceptable behavior within the team). This provides the
necessary boundary conditions within which the team will operate, enabling members to see how
each particular individual role aligns with the overall mission of the team and provides a basis for
development of shared perceptions (Nieva, Fleishman, & Rieck, 1978). This, essentially, describes
team interaction SMMs. If adaptation theory can integrate with team cognition theory, there will be
greater specificity with regard to the team level cognitions required for effective adaptation, allowing
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researchers to target specific dimensions of task, team interaction, and teammate SMMs when
conducting team adaptation research. Such integration can streamline research efforts, which
facilitates translation of science to practice.

Practical Implications
On a more practical level, organizations trying to recover from economic hardships are
tightening control over expenditures by redistributing the workload among existing employees rather
than hiring additional help. Military units are stretched as thin as can be afforded; therefore,
replacement personnel are not always readily available when needed. Thus, team members are often
removed from one team and placed another team. This is not just characteristic of the military—
businesses, educational settings, and medical facilities are all dealing with the effects of the recent
recession. Although much adaptive team performance research has focused on integration of a new
member, research has not adequately considered integration of a member who was previously on
another team or the overall effects of member loss without replacement. As this is common practice
in industry, science needs to investigate both phenomena together to provide evidence-based
recommendations regarding the effectiveness of these practices (member loss and member loss with
replacement by existing personnel). Only through systematic investigation can such guidelines be
provided to organizations.
This research provides a necessary first step towards understanding the implications of both
membership loss and membership loss with replacement on adaptive team performance.
Furthermore, various membership fluidity conditions (loss or loss with replacement) differentially
influenced the sharedness of teammate MMs. Essentially, removing members without replacement
in decision-making tasks that require pooled, uniquely held knowledge caused decrements to the
sharedness of task and team interaction MMs in this study. Replacing lost teammates with members
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who were familiar with the task did not result in decrements to task shared mental models; however,
it did influence the sharedness of teammate MMs. Ultimately, teammate SMMs directly influenced
adaptive performance, when operationalized as the facets (i.e., dimensions) of teammate SMMs.
These findings suggest organizations relying upon such teams cannot engage in downsizing (i.e.,
loss) or team member reconfigurations (i.e., loss with replacement) without incurring some degree of
process loss—and potentially, performance decrements.
In this study, neither task nor team interaction SMMs significantly predicted adaptive
performance. Organizations cannot take the lack of findings as an indication that these types of
mental models are inconsequential to adaptive performance. Previous meta-analytic research has
demonstrated a positive effect of all types of mental models on team performance (DeChurch &
Mesmer-Magnus, 2010a, 2010b). However, sometimes research has shown an positive indirect effect
of SMMs on team performance through team process (Mathieu et al., 2005) or an interactive effect
of the types of mental models on team performance such that highly shared task MMs were
positively related to performance only when team MMs were also highly shared (Smith-Jentsch et al.,
2005).
Regardless, the findings of this study suggest that membership fluidity influences the
development of SMMs. Organizations, and specifically team leaders, need to understand the
potential decrements to team cognitions associated with changing team configurations. However,
since the practice of membership fluidity is common in organizations, organizations and team
leaders need to consider mechanisms to help teams develop task, team interaction, and teammate
SMMs in light of these changes. It was speculated that information sharing regarding both taskwork
and teamwork would help alleviate decrements to development of SMMs caused by membership
fluidity conditions. However, in this particular study, there was a lack of information sharing
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regarding teamwork as the majority of information shared during the second transition phase
revolved around taskwork. It is possible that the sharing of information regarding team roles and
boundary conditions (i.e., team interaction SMMs) as well as general preferences for working as
measured by various personality measures (i.e., teammate SMMs) in addition to task relevant
knowledge could help. However, future research is required to provide empirical evidence
supporting this particular suggestion since it is based on theoretical speculation, rather than
empirically rooted evidence.

Study Limitations & Future Research
Hypothesis testing did not support the supposition that high levels of task, team interaction
and teammate SMMs would positively influence adaptive performance. Methodological and
measurement limitations could explain the lack of findings. Mental model literature emphasizes
overlapping knowledge of team members as a critical predictor of team effectiveness (CannonBowers et al., 1993; Mathieu et al., 2000). However, researchers have suggested that shared
knowledge encompasses perspectives that are both shared and complementary and further argue
that the complementary perspective is most appropriate for heterogeneous teams comprised of
distinct roles in which performance relies on uniquely held knowledge (Cooke et al., 2003; Cooke,
Salas, Cannon-Bowers, & Stout, 2000), which is similar to the notion of transactive memory. In fact,
Cooke and colleagues (2000) have suggested that in such teams, researchers should utilize
knowledge distribution metrics which identify where specific knowledge lies as gaps in some team
members can be compensated for by others if the knowledge is held by any member of the team.
The failure to include distributed knowledge component of sharedness, as advocated by some
researchers, could explain the lack of findings with regard to mental models. Specifically, in teams
requiring pooling of uniquely held knowledge where tasks are divided and roles are distinct,
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measuring overlapping knowledge may not be predictive of what is truly required for successful
performance (Mohammed & Dumville, 2001), particularly when considering adaptation.
As noted previously, Euclidean distance scores were found to be significant more often than
correlation scores. Finally, some SMM findings were associated with the similarity index, while
others were based on the Euclidean distance. Practically speaking, it is important to consider
measurement indices and this study adds additional support to the notion that measurement matters.
Smith-Jentsch (2009) articulated these issues in her chapter on team cognitions. She noted that
different metrics produce different results and careful consideration should be placed on the specific
research questions to select the most appropriate metric. Resick and colleagues (2010) added
additional support to Smith-Jentsch’s argument by empirically demonstrating that different SMM
elicitation methods result in varied relationships with outcomes of interest, such as adaptive team
performance. This study is yet another indicator of the importance of measurement. SMM
correlations (i.e., similarity indices) were more predictive at times, however, the Euclidian distance
scores provided more overall support for hypothesis (and exploratory analysis) testing. This is
possibly due to the fact that correlations can be attenuated when members completely agree
(restriction of range), either through item or aggregate team-level analyses (i.e., an average self-rating
of 4 across items compared to an average other rating of 4 results in lack of a correlation or a
correlation of 0.0). However, if the pattern of responses were different such that one rating was 4-53 and the other rating was 3-5-4, the distance score would reflect an actual Euclidean distance score
of 1.0, which indicates high levels of agreement. Similarly, correlation ratings can also be inflated, in
the case of a “perfect” correlation based on the same pattern of responses, but different actual
ratings. Consider one person rating 4-5-4-4 and another rating 2-3-2-2. This would be considered a
perfect correlation of 1.0. Yet, when calculated as the distance score, it is 4.0, which is considerably
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less “agreement” than indicated by a perfect correlation. Essentially, the correlations measure the
how similar members were able to rate patterns of responses, whereas Euclidean distances measure
absolute distance among ratings (whether members figure out that others were either high or low,
but just were slightly off regarding the specific pattern of responses). In cases with restriction of
range (as discussed above), the Euclidean distance score would more accurately capture the true
nature of relatedness.
Exploratory analyses only revealed significant findings for the agreeableness and neuroticism
facets of teammate SMMs. This task was social in nature, comprised of ad hoc teams performing in
a limited timeframe, without task expertise. In such cases, members can only develop similar views
of characteristics that can easily be observed. By operationalizing teammate SMMs as the overall
personality index, other facets, such as openness were included in the analyses. This measurement
decision could have (and likely did) lead to spurious ratings, introducing a source of error. This
would minimize the chance that such mental models would be related to adaptive performance.
As stated previously, the null findings regarding information sharing do not imply that the
sharing of information is not important in the development of SMMs or adaptive performance.
Instead, it points to potential issues that may have mitigated the influence of information sharing on
SMMs in this particular study. For example, there were two planning periods. To measure
information exchange that most directly influenced adaptive performance, information sharing was
coded during the second transition phase (i.e., planning period). Perhaps intact teams shared all
relevant information during their first transition phase and thus, did not need to engage in
information sharing during the second planning period. Indeed, team adaptation training often
focuses on the importance of moving from explicit communication to implicit communication
(Entin & Serfaty, 1999). Others have suggested that this move towards implicit communication
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translates to a move from explicit to implicit coordination, whereby members dynamically adjust
their behaviors based on expectations (e.g., Rico, Sánchez-Manzanares, Gil, & Gibson, 2008)
developed through effective previous interaction. This would help explain the lack of findings with
regard to information sharing. Perhaps intact teams who were doing well after Time I measurement
did not need to engage in information sharing as they had developed effective communication
patterns enabling implicit coordination. Furthermore, membership loss teams who effectively shared
information during the first transition phase may have been able to translate that effective explicit
communication into implicit coordination and thus, were able to effectively adapt behaviors after
membership loss with relatively little explicit communication. For these reasons, future team
adaptation research needs to specifically consider the change in team communication patterns across
time before making conclusions regarding the importance of information sharing.
Teams were encouraged to share both teamwork and taskwork related information through
a planning sheet during the first transition period. Unfortunately, it is difficult to disentangle
teamwork processes from taskwork as they are often highly intertwined. Both teamwork and
taskwork are required for effective team performance (Cannon-Bowers, Tannenbaum, Salas, &
Volpe, 1995). However, research suggests that teams seem to be more comfortable sharing taskrelated information (Weingart, 1992). In supporting this notion, during the second transition phase
(i.e., planning period), the majority of teams did not engage in any information sharing regarding
teamwork, which resulted in an information sharing measure that only captured a portion of
information that is required for effectiveness. Therefore, teams researchers should identify ways to
(1) isolate teamwork and taskwork discussions within lab settings and (2) encourage sharing of
information regarding teamwork across transition periods. This could then provide a wealth of
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knowledge, not only for adaptation researchers, but for anyone interested in furthering the
understanding of team process and, ultimately, effectiveness.
The Claims Staffer was removed from the membership loss teams, and removed and
integrated within the membership loss with replacement teams. The choice of this particular role
could have influenced results. It was speculated that this particular role required uniquely held
knowledge that was required for effective performance. Removal of another member could have
significantly influenced results. For example, the Waiting Room Staffer interacted directly with the
simulation. Team members had much greater opportunities to observe levels of agreeableness,
extroversion, and conscientiousness based on the nature of the tasks required for this role. Perhaps
through removal of this member, condition would have more strongly predicted overall Teammate
SMMs and that this would have been related to adaptive performance (i.e., partially mediated
condition to performance relationship) because participants in these roles had specific knowledge
about patients required for effective performance. Furthermore, removal of this role would have
required reconfiguration as someone would have had to change roles to engage with the simulation,
thus, impacting team interaction SMMs. Finally, this particular role was qualitatively different than
the Claims or Records Staffer. Removal of the Waiting Room Staffer would have required remaining
members (in the loss condition) to develop an understanding of a very different type of task than the
similar tasks of the Claims and Records Staffers. Because of the differences in tasks, removal of the
Waiting Room Staffer could have also more dramatically influenced sharedness of task mental
models as well. Had more time been spent on piloting, preliminary analyses could have uncovered
the impact of removing different members prior to data collection. Future research should
investigate how the pattern of results change based on removal of different members. One
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possibility is to randomize this removal and conduct a study in which there is a direct comparison of
the influence of losing each member on the development of SMMs and adaptive performance.
Both graduate and undergraduate college students, of various ages, participated in this
research. Given the age ranges mentioned previously across conditions, individuals likely had
different experiences working on teams. Although a control variable measure was collected
considering member’s preference for teams, there was very little variation in this measure. This
could be due to the fact that the study was advertised as a team task. Therefore, it is possible that
only people who enjoyed (or could tolerate) working in teams signed up for the study. Future
research should consider advertising the study as individual timeslots to determine if there are any
differences with a wider range of attitudes towards teams.
Due to space limitations, participants arrived in the same waiting area for participation in the
study. Although attempts were made to keep members from interacting, there is the possibility that
members saw the other team members and suspected that there could be some kind of membership
change. This could have resulted in a lack of statistical findings. In attempts to control for this
possibility, teams were told immediately upon entering their study rooms that other teams were
performing the same task. However, future research should take greater efforts to separate the teams
to avoid any potential for this confound.
This study only considered ad hoc teams. As such, the results are only generalizable to teams
who do not generally work together. Furthermore, the nature of the tasks within this study forced
members to engage in independent taskwork, and then suddenly shift to interdependent teamwork.
Research is required to understand how highly familiar teams operate in this type of condition.
Perhaps because they have high levels of SMMs regarding teammate preferences and, perhaps even
team interactions based on previous experiences working together, these types of mental models
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may be predictive of performance. Research should also consider how moving from interdependent
work to independent work influences the development of SMMs and adaptive performance as
previous research suggests that teams have more performance problems when shifting from a
functional structure to a divisional structure (Moon et al., 2004). Thus, there could be different
performance implications when shifting from interdependent to independent as compared to the
independent to interdependent entrainment shifts experienced by teams in this effort.
The length of the task may have also influenced the results. There were two action phases
where participants engaged in taskwork and two performance measurement periods. The correlation
matrix suggests a different pattern of relationships for the two-person intact control condition as
compared to the remainder of the teams. Although one would predict differences in the control
conditions as compared to the experimental conditions, it is puzzling as to why there were
differences in the two- and three-person intact teams. One possibility is that the division tasks was
more clear in the two-person team than the other teams who started with three members.
Specifically, in the two-person intact team, one member engaged with the simulation and the other
worked with the paperwork. In the three-person teams, there were two people working with patient
files and paperwork (Claims Staffer and Records Staffer). This may have caused greater confusion
regarding role delineation (affecting team interaction SMMs) and who was responsible for what tasks
(affecting task SMM development). Previous research by Smith-Jentsch and colleagues (2001; 2009)
suggests that tenure influences development of SMMs. Perhaps if teams had longer to spend
working on the simulation, members could have worked out some of these confusions and had
more similar SMMs regarding the task and how to go about coordinating those tasks, which could
have improved performance. Future research should consider the length of time for studies
involving more members to determine if there is a time issue that can confound results.
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It must be stated that there were a large number of analyses run in this study. This can lead
to findings due to family-wise error rather than actual relationships. Future research is, thus, required
to replicate the findings of this study.

Conclusion
Membership changes occur in many teams. The scientific community has suggested several
theories regarding adaptation. This effort considered the influence of cognitive components of
adaptation—specifically shared mental models. Although all hypotheses were not supported, much
can be learned from this effort. First, teams performed differently based on whether they were in the
three-person membership control condition or the membership loss with replacement condition.
Specifically, intact teams had greater levels of adaptive performance as compared to membership
loss with replacement teams. Second, two-person intact teams developed more similar task and team
interaction SMMs than teams who experienced membership loss. Third, three-person intact teams
developed more similar teammate SMMs regarding the Agreeableness facet. Finally, adaptive
performance was greater for teams who had more similar Teammate SMMs regarding the facet of
Neuroticism as well as for teams who had less distance in their Agreeableness SMMs.
A number of limitations have been discussed that could have influenced the findings of this
study. Future research is encouraged to further disentangle the results in order to (1) improve
existing team adaptation theory and (2) provide practitioners with evidence-based guidelines for
training teams to be adaptive in any context. Membership fluidity within teams is a common practice
that is not diminishing in organizations. The scientific community must continue investigations
across tasks and time sequences to more fully understand this organizational practice. Only through
careful research designs can we begin to identify the key mediating and moderating process variables
that influence how teams adapt to membership loss or loss with replacement.
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APPENDIX A: RECORDS VOLUNTEER STAFFER DOCUMENTS
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SUMMIT HOSPITAL
Employee Tracking Form
Hospital Clerical Assistant on Duty
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
Name of Employee
Date of Arrival
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SUMMIT HOSPITAL
Patient Log Form
Name of patient (if known)
Gender
Approximate Age
Was anyone with the patient?
(explain)

Reason for visit
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APPENDIX B: CLAIMS VOLUNTEER STAFFER DOCUMENTS
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Insurance Claim Form
Name of Patient
Birthplace
Birthdate
Occupation
Name of Insured
Insurance Company
Insurance Policy Number

Jesse Parish
Atlanta, GA
Consultant
Jesse Parish
QU021=T

Reason for Visit

Patient was experiencing severe nausea after consuming a
large amount of sushi from a local restaurant

Additional Comments

Patient will be tested for food poisoning and will likely be
able to return home on the same day

Name of Patient
Birthplace
Birthdate
Occupation
Name of Insured
Insurance Company
Insurance Policy Number

Manny Vasquez
San Juan, Puerto Rico
January 14th, 1979
Unknown
Manny Vasquez

Reason for Visit

Additional Comments
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SUMMIT HOSPITAL
Complaint Form
Date
Individual Making the Complaint
Individual the Complaint is Directed Towards
Any Witnesses to Event

Description of Event

Date
Individual Making the Complaint
Individual the Complaint is Directed Towards
Any Witnesses to Event

Description of Event
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APPENDIX C: PRE-MEASURES
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Demographic Information
Please answer the questions about yourself and your parents/guardians to the best of your
knowledge. If you do not know the answer to the question or the question does not apply to you,
please write “N/A” to indicate it is not applicable.
1. What is your sex?
Male
Female
2. What is your age?
___________
3. What is your race or ethnic background? (check all that apply):
White/Caucasian
Black/African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian
Pacific Islander or Native Hawaiian
American Indian
Alaskan Native
Middle Eastern
Other: Please Describe___________________
4. If you chose more than one race or ethnic group in the previous question, which one do you
most identify with?
White/Caucasian
Black/African American
Hispanic or Latino
Asian
Pacific Islander or Native Hawaiian
American Indian
Alaskan Native
Middle Eastern
Other: Please Describe_____________________
5. Are you fluent in more than one language?
Yes
No
If so, which languages, in order of most fluent to least fluent?
______________________________________________________________
6. Marital Status:
Single
Married
Separated
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Divorced
Widowed
Living with Another
Domestic Partnership
7. Class:
Freshman
Sophomore
Junior
Senior
If Senior – please indicate your year (i.e. 4th year, 5th year, etc.) ____________________
8. How many credit hours are you enrolled in this semester? __________________________
9. Major: _______________________
10. Minor: _______________________
11. Do you have any other degrees?
Yes
No
If Yes, please list them here: __________________________________
12. What is your employment status?
Not Employed, Full-time Student
Not Employed, Part-time Student
Employed Part-Time
Employed Full-Time
Self-Employed
13. UCF GPA: ___________
14. SAT Score: ___________
Verbal:___________
Math: ___________
15. ACT Score: ___________
16. Are you the first one in your immediate family to attend college?
Yes
No
17. What is the highest education level of your mother?
High School
Some College
2-year College Degree
4-year College Degree
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Some Graduate School
Master's Degree
Doctorate (including a Juris Doctorate – law degree)
18. What is the highest education level of your father?
High School
Some College
2-year College Degree
4-year College Degree
Some Graduate School
Master's Degree
Doctorate (including a JD)
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Mini-IPIP
Donnellan, M. B., Oswald, F. L., Baird, B. M., & Lucas, R. E. (2006). The Mini-IPIP scales: Tinyyet-effective measures of the Big Five factors of personality. Psychological Assessment, 18(2),
192-203.
E=Extraversion; A=Agreeableness; C=Conscientiousness; N=Neuroticism;
I=Intellect/Imagination;

Scale

1
2
3
4
5

(Very Inaccurate)
(Moderately Inaccurate)
(Neither Inaccurate nor Accurate)
(Moderately Accurate)
(Very Accurate)

Below you will see phrases describing people's behaviors. Please use the rating scale below to
describe how accurately each statement describes you. Describe yourself as you generally are now,
not as you wish to be in the future. Describe yourself as you honestly see yourself, in relation to
other people you know of the same sex as you are, and roughly your same age. So that you can
describe yourself in an honest manner, your responses will be kept in absolute confidence. Please
read each statement carefully. I…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Am the life of the party. (E)5
Sympathize with others’ feelings. (A)19
Get chores done right away. (C)9
Have frequent mood swings. (N)13
Have a vivid imagination. (I)11
Don’t talk a lot. (r) (E)7
Am not interested in other people’s problems. (r) (A)2
Often forget to put things back in their proper place. (r) (C)17
Am relaxed most of the time. (r) (N)4
Am not interested in abstract ideas. (r) (I)1
Talk to a lot of different people at parties. (E)20
Feel others’ emotions. (A)8
Like order. (C)15
Get upset easily. (N)10
Have difficulty understanding abstract ideas. (r) (I)12
Keep in the background. (r) (E)14
Am not really interested in others. (r) (A)3
Make a mess of things. (r) (C)16
Seldom feel blue. (r) (N)18
Do not have a good imagination. (r) (I)6
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Goal Orientation
VandeWalle, D. M. (1997). Development and validation of a work domain goal orientation
instrument. Educational and Psychological Measurement, 57, 995-1015.

Scale

1 = Strongly Disagree 6 = Strongly Agree

Learning Goal Orientation
1. I am willing to select a challenging work assignment that I can learn a lot from.
2. I often look for opportunities to develop new skills and knowledge.
3. I enjoy challenging and difficult tasks at work where I'll learn new skills.
4. For me, development of my work ability is important enough to take risks.
5. I prefer to work in situations that require a high level of ability and talent.
Prove (Performance Goal) Orientation
1. I'm concerned with showing that I can perform better than my coworkers.
2. I try to figure out what it takes to prove my ability to others at work.
3. I enjoy it when others at work are aware of how well I am doing.
4. I prefer to work on projects where I can prove my ability to others.
Avoid (Performance Goal) Orientation
1. I would avoid taking on a new task if there was a chance that I would appear rather incompetent
to others.
2. Avoiding a show of low ability is more important to me than learning a new skill.
3. I'm concerned about taking on a task at work if my performance would reveal that I had low
ability.
4. I prefer to avoid situations at work where I might perform poorly.
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Tolerance for Ambiguity
Mclain, D. L. (1993). The Mstat-I: A new measure of an individual’s tolerance for ambiguity.
Educational and Psychological Measurement, 53, 183-189.

Scale
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

1 = Strongly Disagree  5 = Strongly Agree

I don’t tolerate ambiguous situations well. (R)
I find it difficult to respond when faced with an unexpected event. (R)
I don’t think new situations are any more threatening than familiar situations.
I’m drawn to situations which can be interpreted in more than one way.
I would rather avoid solving a problem that must be viewed from several different perspectives.
(R)
I try to avoid situations which are ambiguous. (R)
I am good at managing unpredictable situations.
I prefer similar situations to new ones. (R)
Problems which cannot be considered from just one point of view are a little threatening. (R)
I avoid situations which are too complicated for me to easily understand. (R)
I am tolerant of ambiguous situations.
I enjoy tackling problems which are complex enough to be ambiguous.
I try to avoid problems which don’t seem to have only one “best” solution. (R)
I often find myself looking for something new, rather than trying to hold things constant in my
life.
I generally prefer novelty over familiarity.
I dislike ambiguous situations. (R)
Some problems are so complex that just trying to understand them is fun.
I have little trouble coping with unexpected events.
I pursue problem situations which are so complex some people call them “mind boggling.”
I find it hard to make a choice when the outcome is uncertain. (R)
I enjoy an occasional surprise.
I prefer a situation in which there is some ambiguity.
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Familiarity
Scale from Smith-Jentsch team simulation study
Directions: The following questions concern your familiarity with your experimental partners (i.e.,
your ER teammates).
1) What role did you assume?
a) Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer
b) Records Volunteer Staffer
c) Claims Volunteer Staffer

Regarding the Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer:
2) How would you describe your relationship with this person?
a) Relative
b) Close Friend
c) Acquaintance (e.g., classmate, neighbor)
d) Roommate
e) Coworker
f) Significant other (husband, wife, fiancée; boyfriend/girlfriend)
g) No prior relationship
3) How long have you known this person? _____
4) On average over the last 6 months, how often have you interacted with this person?
a) Almost every day
b) More than once a week
c) About once a week
d) Less than once a week
e) Never
5) In the time since you first met, your most frequent level of interaction was
a) Almost every day
b) More than once a week
c) About once a week
d) Less than once a week
e) N/A
6) How often have you observed this person in the following contexts?
a) Interacting with co-workers at work
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
b) Interacting with an authority figure at work (e.g., supervisor, team leader)?
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Never
Only once
More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
More often than I can count

c) Interacting with professors or instructors at school?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
d) Interacting with other students in class?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
e) Interacting with you, one –on-one?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
f) Interacting in a group social setting?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
g) Interacting with his/her family or significant other?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
h) Interacting with strangers?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count

Regarding the Records Volunteer Staffer:
7) How would you describe your relationship with this person?
a) Relative
b) Close Friend
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c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Acquaintance (e.g., classmate, neighbor)
Roommate
Coworker
Significant other (husband, wife, fiancée; boyfriend/girlfriend)
No prior relationship

8) How long have you known this person? _____
9) On average over the last 6 months, how often have you interacted with this person?
a) Almost every day
b) More than once a week
c) About once a week
d) Less than once a week
e) Never
10) In the time since you first met, your most frequent level of interaction was
a) Almost every day
b) More than once a week
c) About once a week
d) Less than once a week
e) N/A
11) How often have you observed this person in the following contexts?
a) Interacting with co-workers at work
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
b) Interacting with an authority figure at work (e.g., supervisor, team leader)?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
c) Interacting with professors or instructors at school?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
d) Interacting with other students in class?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
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(4) More often than I can count
e) Interacting with you, one –on-one?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
f) Interacting in a group social setting?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
g) Interacting with his/her family or significant other?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
h) Interacting with strangers?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count

Regarding the Claims Volunteer Staffer:
12) How would you describe your relationship with this person?
a) Relative
b) Close Friend
c) Acquaintance (e.g., classmate, neighbor)
d) Roommate
e) Coworker
f) Significant other (husband, wife, fiancée; boyfriend/girlfriend)
g) No prior relationship
13) How long have you known this person? _____
14) On average over the last 6 months, how often have you interacted with this person?
a) Almost every day
b) More than once a week
c) About once a week
d) Less than once a week
e) Never
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15) In the time since you first met, your most frequent level of interaction was
a) Almost every day
b) More than once a week
c) About once a week
d) Less than once a week
e) N/A
16) How often have you observed this person in the following contexts?
a) Interacting with co-workers at work
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
b) Interacting with an authority figure at work (e.g., supervisor, team leader)?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
c) Interacting with professors or instructors at school?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
d) Interacting with other students in class?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
e) Interacting with you, one –on-one?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
f) Interacting in a group social setting?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
g) Interacting with his/her family or significant other?
(1) Never
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(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
h) Interacting with strangers?
(1) Never
(2) Only once
(3) More than once (please indicate approximately how many times___)
(4) More often than I can count
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Preliminary Planning Sheet
1. Choose a scribe to record the team’s responses to each of the items on this worksheet.
Indicate that person’s letter here: _________________
2. Now, think about the following tasks. Based on your training of the various jobs, next to
each task below, indicate the letter of the person who will be responsible for overseeing
its completion.
Interact with Patients: _________________
Interact with Office Staff: _________________
Complete Employee Forms: _________________
Complete Customer Tracking Forms: _________________
Complete Insurance Claim Form: _________________
Complete Complaint Claim Form: _________________
3. In column (A), detail each of those three tasks above by identifying two specific tasks for
each one and, in column (B), the resources required for completion of that task.
(A) Additional Tasks

(B) Resources Required

1) Interact w/ Patients

2) Interact w/ Office Staff
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3) Complete Employee Tracking Form

4) Complete Customer Tracking Form

5) Complete Insurance Claim Form

6) Complete Complaint Claim Forms

4. Take a few moments to examine the resources that are available to you to complete
these tasks. Answer the following questions for each task:
a) Do you have the required resources to accomplish this task?
Interact with Patients Staff:

Interact with Office Staff:

Complete Employee Tracking Form:
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Complete Customer Tracking Form:

Complete Insurance Claim Form:

Complete Complaint Claim Forms:

b) Are all members of the team aware of their individual resources?
Interact with Patients Staff:

Interact with Office Staff:

Complete Employee Tracking Form:

Complete Customer Tracking Form:

Complete Insurance Claim Form:

Complete Complaint Claim Forms:
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c) Are there any subtasks that have not yet been identified that are critical to success?
Interact with Patients Staff:

Interact with Office Staff:

Complete Employee Tracking Form:

Complete Customer Tracking Form:

Complete Insurance Claim Form:

Complete Complaint Claim Forms:

d) If so, what resources are required to accomplish each of those tasks?
Interact with Patients Staff:

Interact with Office Staff:

Complete Employee Tracking Form:
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Complete Customer Tracking Form:

Complete Insurance Claim Form:

Complete Complaint Claim Forms:

5. In the remaining time, review the task requirements and resources. Clarify any questions
or issues.
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Preliminary Planning Sheet B
1. Choose a scribe to record the team’s responses to each of the items on this worksheet.
Indicate that person’s member letter here: _________________
2. Now, talk about each other’s strengths and weaknesses. Next to each role below,
indicate the letter of the team member who will be responsible for completing required
tasks within that role and a brief description of the knowledge, skills or abilities that
he/she has, which make him/her suitable for fulfilling the duties of this role.
Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer: _______________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Claims & Records Volunteer Staffer: _____________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

3. In column (A), detail each of those three roles above by identifying two specific tasks for
each one, in column (B), the letter of the member who will be responsible for doing
each, and in column (C), the letter of the member who will provide back-up should it be
needed.
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(A) Tasks

(B) Other
Team Members
That I Must
Work With to
Accomplish
The Task

1) Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer
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(C) What
member will
provide
backup, should
it be needed?

(A) Tasks

(B) Other
Team Members
That I Must
Work With to
Accomplish
The Task

(C) What
member will
provide back
up, should it
be needed?

2) Claims & Records Volunteer Staffer

4. Take a few moments to consider your specific role. Answer the following questions for
each team member:
a) How will you address overlapping roles, if any should arise?
Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer & Claims/Records Volunteer Staffer:

b) Whom must you talk to in order to get your task completed?
Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer:

Claims/Records Volunteer Staffer:
c) How will you communicate with one another?
Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer:
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Claims/Records Volunteer Staffer:

When will you need to share information with teammates?
Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer:

Claims/Records Volunteer Staffer:

5. Spend some time discussing how you, as a team, will address any problems that arise in
as you work together as a team. Write that information down once the team has agreed
upon a plan.

6. Spend some time discussing how you, as a team, will help keep everyone on task and
motivated to engage in their respective roles as you work together as a team. Write that
information down once the team has agreed upon a plan.

7. Have all team members agreed to the team norms established in this document?
YES
NO
8. In the remaining time, review the roles, resources, and who must interact with whom to
accomplish the goal. Clarify any questions or issues.
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Role Comprehension
Original scale

Scale

1= To a very small extent  5= To a very large extent

1. My role is
a. Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer
b. Medical Records Volunteer Staffer
c. Claims Volunteer Staffer
2. I understand the requirements of my role.
3. I understand the requirements of the Waiting Room Volunteer Staffer.
4. I understand the requirements of the Medical Records Volunteer Staffer.
5. I understand the requirements of the Claims Volunteer Staffer.
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Sim I

Emergency Severity Index
Can the patient wait? If no...
→ Level 1
Does patient have time-sensitive issue (e.g., chest pain, stroke symptoms) that requires a
doctor plus multiple resources (e.g., X-Ray, Sutures, Lab Work, EKG, Speciality Consult, or IV
Fluids)? If yes...
→ Level 2
Does patient have non-time sensitive issue that requires a doctor plus one or more resources
(e.g., X-Ray, Sutures, Lab Work, EKG, Speciality Consult, or IV Fluids)? If yes...
→ Level 3
Does patient have non-time sensitive issue that requires no resources except a doctor? If yes...
→ Level 4

Session:
Date:
Time:
Emergency Room #:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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Level 4

Sim II

Emergency Severity Index
Can the patient wait? If no...
→ Level 1
Does patient have time-sensitive issue (e.g., chest pain, stroke symptoms) that requires a
doctor plus multiple resources (e.g., X-Ray, Sutures, Lab Work, EKG, Speciality Consult, or IV
Fluids)? If yes...
→ Level 2
Does patient have non-time sensitive issue that requires a doctor plus one or more resources
(e.g., X-Ray, Sutures, Lab Work, EKG, Speciality Consult, or IV Fluids)? If yes...
→ Level 3
Does patient have non-time sensitive issue that requires no resources except a doctor? If yes...
→ Level 4

Session:
Date:
Time:
Emergency Room #:
Level 1

Level 2

Level 3
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Level 4
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Team Process Action/Interpersonal Subscales Time 1
Marks, M. A., Mathieu, J. E., & Zaccaro, S. J. (2001). A temporally based framework and taxonomy
of team process. Academy of Management Review, 26, 356-376.

Scale

1= Not at all  5 = To a Very Great Extent

To what extent does our team actively work to…
Action Processes
Monitoring Progress Toward Goals
1. Regularly monitor how well we are meeting our team goals?
2. Use clearly defined metrics to assess our progress?
3. Seek timely feedback from stakeholders (e.g., customers, top management, other
organizational units) about how well we are meeting our goals?
Resource and Systems Monitoring
4. Monitor and manage our resources (e.g., financial, equipment, etc.)?
5. Monitor important aspects of our work environment (e.g., inventories, equipment and process
operations, information flows)?
6. Monitor events and conditions outside the team that influence our operations?
Team Monitoring and Backup
7. Develop standards for acceptable team member performance?
8. Balance the workload among our team members?
9. Assist each other when help is needed?
Coordination
10. Communicate well with each other?
11. Smoothly integrate our work efforts?
12. Coordinate our activities with one another?
Interpersonal Processes
Conflict Management
13. Deal with personal conflicts in fair and equitable ways?
14. Show respect for one another?
15. Maintain group harmony?
Motivating & Confidence Building
16. Take pride in our accomplishments?
17. Develop confidence in our team’s ability to perform well?
18. Encourage each other to perform our very best?
Affect Management
19. Share a sense of togetherness and cohesion?
20. Manage stress?
21. Keep a good emotional balance in the team?
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Taskwork Mental Model
Original scale, based on Mathieu et al. (2000).
Emergency Room #: _______________________________
Date: _______________________________
Time: _______________________________
Employee Position: _______________________________
Task Grid

Instructions: Below are several descriptions of the “task” aspects of this job. Please rate how

related each aspect is to all of the others to complete the mission. For example, in the uppermost
square, you would rate how Patient & Staff Communication is related to Making
Announcements. Rate all Non-Shaded boxes.
-4
-3
Negatively Related
A high degree of one
requires a low degree
of the other.

-2

-1

0
+1
Totally
Unrelated

+2

+3

+4
Positively Related
a high degree
of one requires
a high degree
of the other.

Operational Definitions:
1. Patient & Staff Communication: Respond to patient, family, and staff requests for
information
2. Making Announcements: Using the PA to make announcements as requested by staff
members
3. Recording Patient & Employee Information: Filling out the Patient Log & Employee
Tracking Log
4. Updating Patient Insurance Forms
5. Recording Complaints: Filling out Complaint Form
6. Tracking Critical Updates
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Recording
Making
Patient &
Announcements Employee
Information

Updating
Patient
Insurance
Forms

Patient & Staff
Communication
Making
Announcements
Recording
Patient &
Employee
Information
Updating
Patient
Insurance
Forms
Recording
Complaints
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Recording
Complaints

Tracking
Critical Updates

Teamwork Mental Model
Original scale
Emergency Room #: _______________________________
Date: _______________________________
Time: _______________________________
Employee Position: _______________________________
Team Grid
Instructions: Below are several descriptions of the “people” aspects of this job. Please rate how
related each aspect is to all of the others to complete the mission. For example, in the uppermost
square, you would rate how Goal Specification is related to Strategy Formulation and Planning.
Rate all Non-Shaded boxes.
-4
-3
Negatively Related
A high degree of one
requires a low degree
of the other.

-2

-1

0
+1
Totally
Unrelated

+2

+3

+4
Positively Related
a high degree
of one requires
a high degree
of the other.

Operational Definitions:
1. Goal Specification: What is our mission’s goals, from most to least important?
2. Strategy Formulation and Planning: How are we going to accomplish this mission? What do
we do if our plan goes wrong? How should we adjust our plan now, given this new situation?
3. Team Monitoring and Backup Behavior: Assisting team members to perform their tasks by
providing verbal feedback or coaching, assisting a teammate in carrying out actions, or by
completing a task for a teammate.
4. Coordination Activities: How should we coordinate our roles? How do we address role
overlaps?
5. Conflict Management: What do we have to do in order to avoid destructive conflict? How
do we stop this destructive conflict?
6. Motivating and Confidence Building: How do we motivate and raise each others’
confidence?
7. Affect Management: How do we maintain a positive atmosphere while performing?
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Strategy
Formulation
& Planning

Team
Monitoring & Coordination
Backup
Activities
Behavior

Goal
Specification
Strategy
Formulation
&
Planning
Team
Monitoring &
Backup
Behavior
Coordination
Activities
Conflict
Management
Motivating
and
Confidence
Building
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Conflict
Management

Motivating &
Affect
Confidence
Management
Building
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Team Process Action/Interpersonal Subscales Time 2
Marks, M. A., Mathieu, J. E., & Zaccaro, S. J. (2001). A temporally based framework and taxonomy
of team process. Academy of Management Review, 26, 356-376.

Directions for CONTROL GROUP: Please complete these measures with regard to the very
last round of performance.

Directions for NON CONTROL GROUPS: Please complete these measures with how you
see your current team now, during this last round of performance.

Scale

1= Not at all  5 = To a Very Great Extent

To what extent does our team actively work to…
Action Processes
Monitoring Progress Toward Goals
1. Regularly monitor how well we are meeting our team goals?
2. Use clearly defined metrics to assess our progress?
3. Seek timely feedback from stakeholders (e.g., customers, top management, other
organizational units) about how well we are meeting our goals?
Resource and Systems Monitoring
4. Monitor and manage our resources (e.g., financial, equipment, etc.)?
5. Monitor important aspects of our work environment (e.g., inventories, equipment and process
operations, information flows)?
6. Monitor events and conditions outside the team that influence our operations?
Team Monitoring and Backup
7. Develop standards for acceptable team member performance?
8. Balance the workload among our team members?
9. Assist each other when help is needed?
Coordination
10. Communicate well with each other?
11. Smoothly integrate our work efforts?
12. Coordinate our activities with one another?
Interpersonal Processes
Conflict Management
13. Deal with personal conflicts in fair and equitable ways?
14. Show respect for one another?
15. Maintain group harmony?
Motivating & Confidence Building
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16. Take pride in our accomplishments?
17. Develop confidence in our team’s ability to perform well?
18. Encourage each other to perform our very best?
Affect Management
19. Share a sense of togetherness and cohesion?
20. Manage stress?
21. Keep a good emotional balance in the team?
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